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ABSTRACT 
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The Solar potential is studied, at the synoptical scale (Senegal- West Africa) 

via a set of terrestrial measurements of the sunshine duration, the insolation, the 

ambient temperature and the wind speed. 

First the missing data have been estimated (in Time and Space) via the 

study of the data structure and by use of a reconstitution formula derived from 

Correspondence Analysis. Then a geostatistical approach has been used to analyze 

a sufficiently long series of data to characterize statistically the climatological be

havior of the Insolation in Space over the support defined above. Hence, the steps 

of deriving maps of isoplefchs for sparse Space and Time-series measurements of a 

given support will be presented. 

The possible applications are the cartography or simulation of fields, the 

optimization of measurement stations, the design of Solar equipments and the 

analysis of remote sensing data. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

" Far better an approximate answer to the 

RIGHT question which is often vague, than an 

exact answer to the WRONG question, which can 

always be made preciseJ. W. Tukey, 1962. 

The Future of Data Analysis. Ann. Math. Stat. 

No. S3, pp. 1-67 

For a long time now, rural electrification by means of Photovoltaic Solar 

Energy has been considered by the Senegalese National Electric Power Company as 

an alternative to grid extension or "conventional" autonomous power station. This 

company has the monopoly on power generation, transmission and distribution all 

over the territory, but it also has the duty to supply every location. 

The country is financially poor without any substantial fossil energy re

sources. It is not economically feasible to supply remote areas characterized by a 

low density of population using grid extension. But some of the basic needs to en

sure a decent standard of living such as Water Pumping, Education by Television, 

Millet Mills, Lighting, Ice fabrication ... can be satisfied using centralized Photo

voltaic (PV) stations and/or PV kits without harming those sociological entities. 

Of course, the main criterion is economical. That is the reason why most of the 

components (apart from the solar modules) of these substitution equipments are 

made locally. 

The knowledge of the Spatio-Temporal (sequences of Spatial location- de

pendent observations ordered with respect to Time) structure of the Solar Energy 

Resource is necessary for scientific users (to initialize meteorological or climatic 

models) and also for the designers. The only part of the path Sun-Utilization 

that may weaken the design of a solar installation resides in the estimation of the 
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available resource. Almost any electrical appliance and pattern of electric energy 

consumption can be modeled. Since the performance of a solar energy conversion 

system depends on the local solar availability, a good design and/or evaluation of 

the solar energy conversion systems therefore require (s) reliable data on the local 

solar behavior. 

Furthermore, most radiation data are collected in the Western countries; 

only sparse networks exist in Central and Eastern Asia, Africa and Australia. And 

even if they exist, they are not collected in the 'required format*; for example, 

sunshine duration (sunrise to sunset) is most commonly measured instead of in

solation (luminous energy from the Sun). The sparse (because of the initial and 

maintenance costs) Meteorological stations have often been operating for a short 

period of time and, even when data are available for a long time period, numerous 

periods with missing data are present. 

Senegal is the western-most country on the African continent. The terrain 

is predominantly flat . Hence, no systematic geographical differences have been 

accounted for, but the different climatic types have been classified. Seventeen 

meteorological station measurements of sunshine duration, insolation, daily mean 

ambient temperature and wind speed have been made for every month over the 

period 1950 to 1986. It must be specified at this early stage that while the instan

taneous values of wind speed may be needed for wind power studies, here the daily 

mean is sufficient. It must also be noted that from the daily means of temperature 

and wind speed, hourly means can be derived to improve the accuracy of the solar 

performance calculations using a cosine approximation (ASHRAE method ) or any 

other valid method. 

In this thesis, the scarcity of the data is dealt with based on the recon-

stitution formula of Correspondence Analysis, so that data with missing values 

can still be displayed. Ground-based data values (cheap and fast) have been used 

instead of the satellites values (expensive but accurate) because, firstly they are 

the only available values and, secondly, because they are more adequate, avoiding 
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the unpredictability of absorption and scattering through the atmosphere which is 

complicated by the randomness of the clouds. 

Evaluating the Solar Resource implies procedures taking into account these 

three features: 

1. Spatial Variability 

The insolation is known to be a function of the latitude among other factors. 

The nearer to the Equator the country in question is, the more insolation it should 

receive. 

2. Temporal Variability 

In addition to the comparatively regular diurnal and seasonal cycles, solar 

radiation exhibits substantial irregular fluctuations with time. The principal origin 

of these variations are changes in the amount, type, and distribution of cloud cover 

which is related to the prevailing local weather conditions. 

3. Angular Variability 

The distribution of solar radiance over the sky is non-uniform (anisotropic) 

and varies with the orientation with respect to the sun.The sun's path varies also 

but at a slower rate. 

The distribution of solar insolation is of a mixed nature, being partly struc

tured and partly random. The objective here is the recognition of a pattern of dis

tribution for the solar potential and to show that large numbers of solar radiation 

sample values, when segregated in value categories, disclose a distinctive distribu

tion pattern. Not only will the promising locations be pinpointed by contouring 

the available solar potential, but also a certain number of years of information will 

be generated by replacing the missing data, thereby not limiting the analysis to 

the years of recorded data. Correspondence analysis will be used to estimate the 

missing data (both Temporally and Spatially) and Kriging techniques will be used 

for spatial interpolation at new sites, exploiting spatial correlations. Meteorological 
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observations consist of measurements at point locations; punctual instead of block 

Kriging is used for that reason. 

The main difference between Correspondence Analysis and the other tech

niques (regression, methods involving the mean,...) for estimating the missing data 

is with the use of models. In log-linear analysis, for example, a distribution of the 

collected data is first assumed; then a model for the data is hypothesized and esti

mations are made under the assumption that this model is true; and finally these 

estimates axe compared with the observations to evaluate the model (hypothesis 

testing) . Hence, if the model fits, inferences are made about the population on the 

basis of the sample data. In Correspondence Analysis, no underlying distribution 

has to be assumed and no model has to be hypothesized; the data are decomposed 

to study their "structure". The observed data matrix is approximated in a least 

squares sense by a data matrix of lower rank. Strictly, conclusions about the data 

may not be generalized to the whole population, but according to the World Me

teorological Organization, about twelve years are sufficient to charaterize a site. In 

our case, one may consider that we are not drawing inappropriate conclusions as 

the inferences are being made from more than three times the climatic cycles of 

twelve years. However, it must also be noted that the multidecade climatic events 

are not accounted for. 

Geostatistics, according to Matheron (1962), is the application of the for

malism of random functions to the reconnaissance and estimation of natural phe

nomena. It therefore covers the development and application of mathematical and 

statistical mdels which take into account the spatial structure of a regionalised vari

able. The characteristic of a spatial phenomenon which exhibits a spatial structure 

is called a regionalised variable. It shows some continuity, cannot be represented by 

an exact mathematical function of its location and usually exhibits both a random 

and structured aspect. In our case, all the functions considered and of which mea

surements have been made will be taken as so. Geostatistics will be used first to 

estimate the remaining missing data that can not be estimated by Correspondence 

Analysis and then for the spatial interpolation required in the contouring process. 
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A convenient method of visually assessing the solar resource is to plot isoflux 

lines on a geographical map. Since the maps are plots of radiation on a horizontal 

surface, they do not completely represent the energy that could be collected on a 

surface tilted up from the horizontal plane at an angle designed to favor the winter 

or summer sun. Calculations that convert horizontal radiation to radiation on a 

tilted surface axe described in some of the references (mainly [23]). 

The final products consist of 48 maps of monthly mean insolation on a hor

izontal surface, mean ambient temperature, mean wind speed and monthly cloudi

ness index; they are the basis of any solar design. It is assumed that the Liu and 

Jordan method (most common) is used to assess the solar potential. The errors in 

the measurement equipments are not accounted for. 

In Table 1 is given a general outline of what is going to be done in this 

thesis. The operations described axe executed for the 12 months of the year and 

for the 37 years of the data present. And Figs. 1-4 are pictures of the materials 

manufactured locally. 
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Local Manufacturing PV Station 

fig 1. Production of supporting frames in Dakar/Senegal. 

fig 2. Construction area in Diaoule/Senegal. 
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Local Manufacturing PV Kit 

fig 3. Battery control units manufactured in Dakar/Senegal. 

' ___z£ 

fig 4. A prototype of the supporting structure of a PV kit. 
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CHAPTER 2 

CORRESPONDENCE ANALYSIS 

2.1 NOTATION 

Contrary to the techniques of analysis that assume a distribution for the 

data, in Correspondence Analysis no underlying distribution has to be assumed, 

nor a model hypothesized. The data are decomposed in order to extract their 

'structure' and the matrix they constitute is approximated in a least squares sense 

by some data matrix of lower rank. The method is identical in form to canonical 

correlation analysis of a contingency table. It is a multivariate technique that can 

be applied to any type of positive valued data set (because of the total involved) 

and to any number of data points. This method has the advantage of treating 

simultaneously all the missing data by an iterative method. 

The basic element is a contingency table between two finite sets of indices, 

I for the rows and J for the columns, of positive numbers. Let T be the corre

spondence table of I x J elements. The following definitions axe introduced: 

card  J  

TI(i) = £ T(iJ) 
J=1 

c ar  d l  

TJ(J)= £T(;,j) 
i=l 

card lcardJ  

* = E E 
i=l jml 

t ( i / j )  =  T(i,j)/TJ(j) 

f(iA) = T(i,i)/TI(i) 

fi.=TI(i)/t 

f.j = TJ(j)/t 
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fO',i) = fy = T(i,i)/t 

The fj., fj and are the frequencies and the f(i/j) and f(j/i) axe the condi

tional frequencies of i  with respect to j ,  and of j  with respect to i ,  respectively. It 

must be noted that one has f(i,j) = f{. x fj only when the data are independent. 

The more general case of dependency is assumed throughout this thesis and, if 

there is independence, the working formulae will simplify themselves accordingly. 

Several other terms are also defined below : 

card l  

T, = J2 TI« 
t'=l 

cardJ  

Tj = J2 TJ(j) 
J = 1 

card lcardJ  

1=1 j=i 

card l  

&. = £ fi. 
t'=i 

cardJ  

o - E ( /  
i=l 

fj = T(i,j)/TI(i) 

f/ = T(i, j)/TJ(i) 

card l  

ti = £f/ 
»=i 

cardJ  

f i =  £ f i  
j=i 

The total of the row margins is equal to that of the column margins and is 

the total sum of all elements of the correspondence table T, i.e., t. The values of f,-. 

and fj can be thought of as the relative weights of row i and column j. The values 
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of fj and f/ are referred to as the jth column and ith row profiles and that of fj 

and fi as the jth column and ith row margins. These definitions are summarized 

in Tables 2-5. 
Table 2 Data Matrix T 

J Row 

I j Margin 

T(i, j) ••• TI(i) 

Column TJ(j) t 

Margin 

Table 3 New Correspondence matrix P 
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Table 4 Diagonal matrix Dr 

I 

I i 

i • • * f«. 

Table 5 Diagonal Matrix Dc 

J 
J j 

j • • • f.j 

2.2 RECONSTITUTION 

The respective coordinates of the row and column profiles with respect to 

their own principal axes (i.e., the principal coordinates) are related to the principal 

axes of the other profiles by simple rescalings. 

Let P be the new correspondence matrix such that P(i,j) = T(i,j)/t, r the 

vector of row sums and c the vector of column sums. Then r and c are respectively 

given by P x 1 and PT xl; 1 being the vector of ones of length card I or card J 

(the order being deduced from the particular context). The elements of r and c 
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are all positive and the sum of the elements of P is 1. Furthermore, the following 

relation holds lrxTxl = t. When T is a contingency table, P can be considered 

as a probability density on the cells of an I X J matrix; the vectors r and c are the 

marginal densities. Are also defined the matrices 

Dr = dia.gr 

Dc = diagc 

It is slightly easier to work with P than with T, notationally, as correspon

dence analysis is only concerned with the relative values of the data and is thus 

invariant with t. One can return to T from P using relations given in this chapter. 

The reconstitution process is derived from the well-known Singular Value 

Decomposition 

DP
_*(P - rcT)Dc"* = UDuVr; (2.1) 

where rcT is the matrix of estimates under quasi-independence, Du is the diagonal 

matrix with singular values Xi, in descending order and the matrices U and V are 

such that UrU — V^V = I and I is the identity matrix . 

Prom (2.1), 

P - vcT = dJUDUVTD| = ADuBr; (2.2) 

where 

A = DJU 

and 

B = D1V. 
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The columns of A and B are such that 

UTU = ATXD;'XA = VTV = Br x D"1 xB = I (2.3) 

using the fact that diagonal matrices are symmetric. They define the principal 

axes of the column and row clouds or profiles, respectively. 

Let 

F = (D~1P-1 xcT)D71B = Dr'UDu (2.4) 

be the coordinates of the row profiles with respect to the principal axes B; and let 

G = (D71Pt-1 xrT)D"1A = D7'VDu (2.5) 

be the coordinates of the column profiles with respect to the principal axes A. 

Then 

F = D^ADU (2.6) 

and 

G = D~XBDU (2.7) 

As an immediate consequence of (2.2), (2.3), (2.6), (2.7), the two sets of coordinates 

F and G are related to each other by the following so-called Transition (symmetric) 

formulae: 

G = D-1PtFD"1 = CFD"1 (2.8) 

F = D^PGD"1 = RGD"1 (2.9) 

where C = D~XPT and R = D~1P. 
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It can be shown that the following relations hold: 

card l  cardJ  

E «i.Fa(0 = E (2.1.0) 
»=1 j=l 

card l  cardJ  

E = E f>G«W) = A» = f«; (2-ii) 
•=1  j= l  

cardI  cardJ  

E = E f.yG<.0')G«0') = o. (2.12) 
i=l i=i 

The columns of F and G are (non-trivial) eigenvectors of the respective 

matrices RC and CR standardized according to 

FTDrF = D„ = Da (2.13) 

and 

GtDcG = D£ = DA. (2.14) 

The (non-trivial) eigenvalues of both of these matrices are the principal inertias. 

Hence, are defined for the row coordinates as eigenvectors and for the column 

coordinates as eigenvectors the matrices RC and CR such that 

(RC)F = FDA (2.15) 

and 

(CR)G = GDa (2.16) 

respectively. In (2.2) if B and A are replaced by their expressions derived from 

(2.4) and (2.5) we get the so-called Reconstitution formula: 

P = rcT + DrFD-1GTDc (2.17) 
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or 

W-r ixe J( l  + f ;^t t)  (2.18) 
*=1 Vk 

or 

Pil = n x CJ(l + Y, (2-19) 
*=1 H 

and the following approximations can be used 

P » rcT +DrFK.D-1
K.GT

K.Dc (2.17') 

or 

py«nxC J( l  +  ̂ ^2i)  (2.18')  

or 
K'  

P i j  n x c K l  +  X ; ^ )  ( 2 . 1 9 ' ) .  
t=i 

This approximation corresponds to the lower rank approximation explained in 

Section 2.1. The matrices F and G Eire the factor matrices and F* = FDU and 

G* = GDU are the principal components matrices. The transition and reconstitu-

tion formulae can be rewritten as 

F„(i)=A;4X!G<'(j'f;: t2-20' 

GaO) = a;* X>»(')f/ lis ̂  Vie J (2.21) 

where Va, 0 < Aa < 1 and 

f i j  = + Y ,  "F„(i)G „(j)) (2.22) 

or 

T = T° + DrFDuGTDct. (2.23) 
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It can also be shown that 

f/ = fi.(l + E ̂ 'F«(')G„(y)) (2.24) 
I 

and 

+ (2-25) 
Or 

The eigenvalues are derived using a symmetrized matrix Si defined in terms 

of the following matrix S; letting J be the minimum of (/, J), the elements of S 

are given by 

S ( i  = Y^f T('.j) X T(',J") . . 
0»J ) 2-j ̂ TI(i) x [TJ(;) x TJ(j')] = 

and, respectively, for I smellier than J, 

v > Y TJ0')x [TI(0 x tiC*03 = 

Also, S can be rewritten in matrix notation as 

S=TtD^1TD71 (2.28) 

The matrix A* = TTDr
] LT is symmetric and the matrix Dc 

1 is diagonal. 

One can write 

1 = (TJ(j)-"TJ(i)-i) 
T3(J)  

or D"1 = Dc 
3DC 

3 so that S = A*DC 
2DC 

3 

Starting with Sv = Av or A*D73D7av = Av, multiplying by D^3 and 

setting Dc 
3 v = w, one gets 

D7® A*DJ3 w = Aw (2.29) 
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The matrix 

Sj = Dr*A*D7* (2.30) 

is symmetric and has the same (J — 1) eigenvalues as S. 

Also, E has / — 1 eigenvalues. To the eigenvalue Xa of S (respectively 

E) corresponds an eigenvector 8a(j) (respectively ra(i)) to which corresponds two 

functions (Fa, Gtt), one on the set /, the other on the set J, that are, respectively, 

given by 

G a ( j )  = MiM-W.i J* (2.3i) 

and 

Fa(i) = ra(i)[Aa/i.]i. (2.32) 

A geometric interpretation can be given to this estimation procedure. Let 

R" and Rp be the vector spaces where n=card I and p=card J. The n rows 

are considered to be n points in the p-dimensional space RP and the p columns 

as p points in the n-dimensional space RN. Only the interpretation in the RP 

space is given and that in the RN can easily be deduced by analogy or symmetry. 

The data matrix T can be thought of as a set of n vectors or points in RP. The 

symmetrization problem is solved by finding a q-dimensional subspace (q = min(I— 

1, J — 1)) of RP such that the n-points are approximated in this subspace. The 

basis of the subspace is defined by the minimization of the norm of the vectors 

constituted by the points specified above and their projections on the axes of the 

basis. The direction vectors are the orthonormal eigenvectors of the matrix TTT 

corresponding to the eigenvalues ranked in descending order. This is an application 

of the Hilbert-Schmidt orthonormalization process. 
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2.3 ITERATIONS 

Let's assume the hypothesis of independence or homogeneity of the rows 

and columns, i.e, f,° ft! ff.fj, which is the reconstitution formula for the order zero. 

This is iterated until the correspondence table becomes stable (i.e., newvalue « 

oldvalue) and the stable solution is called the reconstructed table of order zero, 

T°. Then a factorial analysis is performed on T° to yield Fi(i) and Gi(j). The 

following reconstitution formula is then used to obtain the reconstituted table of 

order 1: 

This table is iterated again until a stable solution is obtained. This continues until 

a given order whose maximum possible value is J — 1 (respectively I — 1). In this 

thesis, a threshold variance of 75 percent has been defined and the remaining is 

considered as noise. One must bear in mind that only the missing data are replaced 

this way; the existing data axe preserved. 

The steps of replacing some of the missing data (the remaining missing will 

be estimated later on using Geostatistics) are summarized below: 

Let D be a part of I x J, i.e., D G IxJ, E = Ix J-D. Assume that 

given a positive function T(i,j) on D (sunshine duration, insolation, temperature 

or wind speed), one wants to complete it on E. For that, a series of tables or 

functions Tk(i,j) on I x J , for k = 0,1,2,3,.... axe constructed. Thus 

f j M f ?f3(l + A1*F1(0G1(J'))- (2.33) 

V(<J) 6 D,T= T(tJ) (2.34) 

V(£,j)6E,T°(i,i) = 0 

V(i,i)eD,Tl+1(i,;)=T(i,i) 

(2.35) 

(2.36) 
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V(i,j) € E,Tk + 1 ( i , j )  = (Tl'(OTJky)/t')(l + Pi(«)Qiy»- (2-37) 

The flowchart given at the end of Chapter 4 gives more detail on this procedure. 

Note finally that a centering has been applied on the matrix S (respectively S) 

to eliminate the trivial eigenvalues (see program in ANNEX). Also, the transition 

formula can be used once one of the factors is determined to define the other. 

Although the algorithm of Correspondence Analysis converges for a given 

order in "well-behaved" situations, (e.g., a whole row or column is not to be recon

structed) there is no assurance about the uniqueness of the reconstructed values, 

nor any knowledge about the optimality of the solutions. This is not too serious 

since the whole procedure is viewed as a strategy to allow correspondence analysis 

to be performed on all the rows and columns of the data matrix, rather than as an 

optimal way of estimating the missing values. This eliminates the highly unsatis

factory alternatives of omitting the columns and rows which contain missing data 

or of replacing those missing values by the mean of the observed ones. This recon-

stitution technique can be related to the canonical analysis defined in [36]. The 

reconstitution formula can also be linked to the Fisher's identity. The convergence 

of the iterative algorithm can be found in [54]. It uses the successive approxima

tions method. It requires for its convergence a Lipschitz condition which has been 

simplified to a requirement on the Jacobian. In the above reference, it has been 

shown that the reconstituted values remain practically the same for any number of 

missing data; i.e., the convergence is independent of the number of missing values. 

In fact the reconstitution procedure can be used for a variety of tables: 

• contingency tables: the T(i,j) axe integers and obtained from countings; 

• frequency tables: a probability p(i, j )  is defined on the product set I  x J; 



• measurements tables: the set I is one of individuals and the set J one of 

measures such that the vector T(i, j)|y G J is a good description of the 

considered individual; 

• logical description tables: the T( i , j )  are all equal either to 1 or 0; T(i, j) = 1 

meaning that the individual i has the property j, and T(i, j) = 0 that it 

does not; 

• intensity tables: T( i , j )  is the grade of the individual i  for the field j ;  the 

preceeding tables are a particular case of intensity tables: the grades are 0 

or 1, etc .... 

The procedure described in this chapter will be used to estimate the missing 

data for the sites and years where at least one measurement has been made. Then 

the obtained and partially full data matrices will allow the estimation of the var-

iogram models before the application of the Kriging technique which will be used 

not only to estimate all the remaining missing data (full data matrices), but also 

to generate the contouring grids resulting from the spatial interpolation. 
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CHAPTER 3 

GEOSTATISTICS 

3.1 INTRODUCTION TO KRIGING 

Quantitative knowledge of a natural phenomenon in time and space needs, 

as a first step, measurements giving a set of values Z(x) for every location and time 

x (=latitude, longitude, elevation and time), with respect to an arbitrary origin in 

Space and Time. The elevation, as stated in the introduction, is not considered 

here, and time will be used as a third dimension and then "averaged". Vectors x 

actually represent points; the use of vector notation is just to specify the orientation 

dependence in addition to the norm dependence. 

Geostatistics is a methodology for analyzing spatially correlated data. The 

characteristic feature is the use of variograms or related techniques to quantify and 

model the spatial correlation structure. It also includes the various techniques, 

such as kriging, which utilize spatial correlation models. 

Kriging is a quantitative description of the form of a surface sampled at 

discrete points. It is a weighted, moving average interpolation method where the 

set of weights assigned to samples minimizes the estimation variance. This variance 

is computed as a function of the variogram model and locations of the samples 

relative to each other, and to the point being estimated. There are several variants 

of kriging depending on the problem to be solved. Each of them is derived from 

the basic concept of weighted moving averages. The interpolated values from the 

sample data set are projected onto a grid of points for contouring. 

The sample variogram is a plot of the variance the mean squared differ

ence) of paired sample measurements as a function of the distance between points 

and direction with respect to a given origin. It measures the degree of correlation 

among sample values. The objective is the point interpolation of a random field. 

That is, having observed some quantity Z ( x {), i  —  1,2,... ,n; the quantity Z * ( x Q )  
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is to be estimated at the point x q. While x will usually indicate a point in space, 

in theory, it can also indicate a time, or a place and time as stated above. 

Mapping multi-site data, when reasonable, can be seen to be a flexible way to 

summarize discrete data and to describe both spatial and temporal patterns. The 

basic function of such maps is to graphically "extend" the data between actual 

sample locations. Obviously, the method used to extend the data is important. 

The method should: 

1) provide estimates that are "close" to the actual (unknown) intersample val

ues; 

2) provide some idea of the reliability of its estimates; 

3) incorporate as much information as possible (both directly from the sample 

data and other sources) in producing the estimates; 

4) be consistent (everyone using the technique with the same assumptions 

should produce essentially the same map); and 

5) not be too costly. 

Contour lines (or isopleths) are used with two (2) coordinate variables u (lon

gitude) and v (latitude) and a dependent variable Z (Temperature, Wind Speed, 

Insolation, ...) whose value at any point (u, v) is intended to represent the true 

value at that point on the map surface. 

The kriging estimator utilizes spatial correlation in such a way that sample 

locations close to the location for which the estimate is desired receive greater 

weights and those farther away lesser weights. It is a generalization of the following 

known techniques: 

• Inverse Weighted Distance: A technique that estimates the value at XQ by 
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where 
_ coefficient 

1 ~ - ®o)]fc' 

[d(xi — x0)] being the separation distance and k a given power and 

YlXi 
= 

but does not distinguish between different orientations. 

• Trend surface (regression) analysis which presents some inaccuracy from the 

local point of view. 

• Thin plate and/or smoothing spline techniques. 

The major difference from the usual estimation methods is that a statistical 

measure of accuracy (or expected error) is produced in addition to the estimated 

value. The computational algorithm is based on a standard least-squaxes approach, 

so that the computed value is optimum, in the sense that the total error is min

imized. The procedure leads to not only an optimal solution Z*, but also an 

estimate of Var(Z — Z*) which indicates the reliability of the result. 

The following characteristics of the random function (not of the data) Z  

must be known for the practice of Geostatistics: 

• Stationarity: The random function is invariant under translation, i.e., de-

pendent on the distance between locations h and not on specific locations. 

For a set of n measurement values Z (afi),. . . ,  Z ( x n ) ,  define 

A- Strong Stationarity 

1. E [ Z ( x ) ]  = [ A  exists and is equal to the same constant value for all 

x; the joint distribution of Z(xt),..., Z(xn) is the same as that of 

Z ( x i  +  h ) , . . . ,  Z ( x n  +  h ) ,  

2. V a r [ Z ( x)] = a 2  exists and is equal to the same constant value for all x  
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3. E [ Z ( x  +  h )  —  Z ( x ) ] 2  = 27(A) exists and is equal to the same constant value 

for all x. y(h) is the variogram. 

B- Second Order Staiionarity 

Because of the difficulty of testing for strong stationaxity, the following 

weaker form of stationarity is used instead: 

1. E [ Z ( x)] exists and is equal to the same constant value for all x  

4. E [ Z ( x  +  h )  — Z(x)]2 — fj.2 = exists, is equal to the same constant 

value for all x  and is a unique function of separation distance h .  K ( h )  

is the covariogram, i.e., the inverse of the variogram in Geostatistics. It is 

sometimes used in solving the Kriging equations with a "higher computational 

efficiency than with the variogram. 

C- Second order Intrinsic Stationarity (intrinsic hypothesis) 

It is a form of second order stationarity, not for the random function Z ( x ) )  

but for the first order difference Z ( x  +  h )  —  Z ( x ) .  

5. E [ Z { x  +  h )  —  Z { x ) \  =  m { h) exists and is equal to the same constant value 

for all x 

6. E [ Z ( x  +  h )  —  Z ( x ) ] 2  =  27( h )  exists and is equal to the same constant value 

for all x. 

A system which satisfies B requirements also satisfies C, but the converse is 

not true. The variogram (or semivariogram because of the |-) 7(A) is then defined 

under the zero-drift assumption (defined later) as 

- C ( S )  =  \ v a r { Z { x  + S )  -  Z ( S ) ]  =  ̂ E [ Z ( x  +  H )  -  Z ( x ) ] 2  (3.1) 

with "Var" the variance of the argument and h the lag written simply as h when 

isotropy is assumed. 
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This is the theoretical variogram. The experimental one (since all possible 

measurements are not feasable) is then 

1  r t ( K )  

7*(s)=—=- - z(^)i2 (3-2> 
M h )  fei 

where n(h) is the number of pairs [ Z ( x {  +  h )  —  Z ( x {)] available for the distance h  

equal to a multiple of the sampling interval. Matheron has shown that 

=  7 ( h ) -  (3.3) 

• Isoiropy: There is no difference in behavior of the variogram for different 

directions, i.e., the variogram is only a function of the distance h as defined 

below. 

Like any statistical measure, a variogram is only an estimate of the true 

characteristics of the data. Hence, the graph derived from the data is called "ex

perimental " to distinguish it from the "theoretical" one. 

The variogram depicts the spatial variability at increasing distances between 

samples. It has a maximum value or "sill"; the value of h at which the sill is reached 

is the "range" (beyond which the influence of a sample disappears). In some cases 

j(h) remains non-zero as h approaches zero, that limiting value of 7 is called 

"nugget" and is due to the microstructure in the Z field; i.e., the variations in 

the process over very short distances, or due to measurement (sampling ) error, 

or both. It therefore represents a random variance. The difference (sill - nugget) 

represents the spatial variance. 

Not all functions are suitable to represent a variogram. (An extensive list 

of admissible functions is given in [45] and [46]). One has to remember that a 

variogram represents a physical process, namely, the insolation, the wind speed,...., 

at one point Z(x). In the estimation procedure, linear combinations of known 

values are used. The variance of these combinations must exist and be positive. 
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Specifically, the ratio (value of variogram/distance h) must go to zero as h goes to 

oo. Moreover, for any xi,... >xn and any a,* and aj 

2̂ ̂ 2 ai<xn(xi - Xj) > 0 (3.4) 

This is the so-called positive-definiteness condition. 

For the kriging system later defined to have a unique solution, (strict) con

ditional positive definiteness is sufficient. 

Below are listed known valid isotropic variograms: 

1. Spherical 

 ̂ f"r 0<h<a, (35) 

= C\ for h> a. 

It has range a and sill C\. 

2. Nugget 

7(&) = C\ for h > 0 (3.6) 

It has range 0 and sill C\. 

3. Gaussian 

7(fc) = Ci(1.0-e-(»)2) for h> 0 (3.7) 

4. Exponential 

7(fe) = Ci(1.0-e-fr) f o r  h  >  0 (3.8) 

For the Gaussian and Exponential models an effective range is the value of h  

such that for larger values the variogram is greater than 0.95Ci (asymptote). 

They have a same sill of C\ and respectively ranges of ay/3 and 3a. 

5. Power 

j ( h )  =  C i h P  f o r k  > 0 and 0 < 0 < 2. (3.9) 

If /? — 1, the Power model becomes the Linear model. 
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It has range oo and sill oo. 

6. Logarithmic 

7. De Wijsian 

* y ( h )  =  C \ l o g h  (3.10) 

8. Hole Effect 

l ( h )  =  C 1 l n ( h )  +  C 2  (3.11) 

7( h )  =  C i ( l  - (3.12) 

On Fig. 5 are plotted the models 1, 3 and 4 (most common ones) with 

the same parameters to allow a quick comparison. And Fig. 6 represents the 

experimental variogram of the wind speed for February all over the Senegalese 

territory (Table 6 summarizes the variogram and the basic statistics calculations 

for that month). The variogram is the sum of a nugget of fs 0.680 and a gaussian 

variogram with a sill of 1.54 - 0.68 = 0.86 and a range of 5.4. 



Fig 5. VARIOGRAM MODELS a=l. C1=C2=1. Beta=1.5 
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Log h 

Fig. 5a Spherical model 

o.B.ia.4o.se.at.oMi.ii.ii.i*Jua4(2»aa.i3.aui.4i4L«4*« 
Log h 

Fig. 5b Gaussian model 

Fig. 5c Exponential model 

• Log h 



0.162E+0! + # x XXX 
0.15JE401 + X X X X X X 
0.146E+01 + XXX X 
0.138E+01 + X X 
0.130E+01 + 

C 0.12IE+01 + 
A 0.ll3£40I + 
H 0.105E+01 + X 
H 0.972E+00 + X 
A 0.B9IE4C0 + 

O.BlOE+OO + X 
0.729E+00 + 

* 0.64BE+00 + 
H 0.567E400 + 
* 0.(i86E+00 + 

0.405E+00 + 
0.32ltE+00 + 
0.2l»3E400 + 
0.162E+00 + 
O.BlOE-Ol + 

0. I*. 8. 12. 16. 20. 

Fig 6. Example of experimental variogram 

Wind speed, month of February (for 37 years and all the 17 stations). 

Table 6 February data used for Fig6. -i 

DATA USED IN CALCULATION 

AZIMUTH - 0. DIP - 0. WINDOW • 
CLASS SIZE - 1.0 
MAX DISTANCE - 20. 
LOGARITHMS -NO RELATIVE VARIOGRAM 
COORDINATE SELECT!ON-NORTH( 12. 

90. HEAN - 0.273E+01 
VARIANCE - 0.250E+01 
STD DEVIATION - 0.15BE+01 

-NO HO.OF SAMPLES - 311* 
18.) EAST ( 12. 18.) 

DISTANCE # PAIRS DRIFT 
0 - 1 2l». -0.500E+00 
1 - 2 € U 5 .  0.517E+00 
2 - 3 8 8 0 .  0.309E+00 
3 ~ k  1091. 0.C37E+Q0 
J* - 5 U9<«. 0.3<ilE-fOO 
5 - 6 1213. 0.3'<3E+00 
6 - 7 1052. 0.526E+00 
7 - 8 981. 0.412E+00 
8 - 9 1006. 0.38SE+00 
9 - 10 995. O.I163E+OO 

10 - 11 936. O.383E+OO 
11 - 12 913. 0.350E+00 
12 - 13 911*. 0.336E+00 
13 - lit 903. 0.253E+00 
14 - 15 880. 0.305E+00 
15 - 16 77l* 0.3't3E-rtl0 
16 - H  61*8. 0.393E-HJ0 

" 
18 517. 0.387E+00 

18 - 19 396. 0.371E+00 
19 - 20 275. 0.500E+00 

GAMMA (H) 
0.158E+01 
0.779E+00 
O.956E+OO 
0.133E+01 
O.Ht2E+Ol 
0.150E+01 
0.139E+01 
O.138E+01 
0.150E+01 
O.157E+01 
0. H8E+01 
O.H9E+01 
0.11*9E-H)1 
0.162E+01 
0.J5BE+01 
0.156E+01 
0.U9E+C1 
O.UOE+Ol 
0.136E+01 
0.105E+01 

MOMENT CENT 
0.167E+01 
0.909E+00 
0.101E+01 
0.13BE+01 
0.H5E+O1 
0.153E+01 
0.U2E-H11 
O.UOE+Ol 
0.151E+01 
0.159E+01 
0.150E+01 
0.150E4O1 
0.150E+01 
0.163E+01 
0.159E+01 
0.157E+01 
0.150E+01 
0.]1*1E+01 
0.137E+01 
O.IOJE+Ol 

AVER DIST 
0.7 
1.3 
2.3 
3.3 
^•3 
1:1 
1:1 
9.3 

10.3 
11.2 
12.2 
13-2 
li«.2 
15.2 
16.2 
}l'2 
18.1 
19.1 
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Any positive linear combination of valid variograms is itself a valid var-

iogram. Nesting is also a method for constructing an anisotropic model from 

isotropic models. 

Once the variogram model shape and parameters axe defined through fitting 

of the experimental variogram, the kriging system can be derived in the following 

way and under the assumption of stationarity. 

Let Z * ( xo) = 1 2 7 = 1  then the best linear estimate is found by choos

ing the kriging weights A,- such that: 

1. Unbiasedness: the expected value E ( Z * ( x 0 )  —  Z ( x ,o)), where Z ( xo) is the 

unknown true value of the variable at xo, is zero; i.e., 

n 

M  =  E ( J 2 ^ Z { x i )  -  Z ( x Q ) )  = 0 
<=i 

which yields 
n 

5> = 1 (3.13) 

and the constraint can be rewritten 

n 

M  =  £ a , - 1  =  0  
1=1 

2. Optimality (minimum variance): V a r ( Z * ( x o )  —  Z ( x 0 ) )  =  E ( Z * ( x 0 )  —  

Z ( x ,o))2 is a minimum (Minimum squares error). 

The minimization with respect to the A,-, under the constraint M  =  0, is 

done by introducing a lagrange multiplier fi and by computing the partial deriva

tives of V — 2[iM with respect to A,- and fi where 

n n n  n  

V - 2 p M =  J ] ^ A i A y 7 ( £ j - £ i ) - 2 ^ ^ 7 ( ? / - J o ) - 2 K ^ A ( - 1 )  ( 3 - 1 4 )  
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This gives the following system: 

and 

T. - ®j) + (* = 7(®i - ®o); £ = 1,..., n 
;=i 

e * - i  
i=l 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

When this system is satisfied, the minimal V  is 

n 

v = ̂ 2 A a{Si - s0) + n (3.17) 
i=i 

which is the variance of the error of the estimator or estimation variance aIf 

the variogram is specified, then one can use its equation to find the linear unbiased 

estimator of Z(xo) with minimum variance, also known as the Best Linear Unbiased 

Estimator (BLUE) . This method of interpolation is known as "KRIGING" in 

reference to D.G. KRIGE ([39] and [47]). 

In matrix form, (3.15) and (3.16) can be rewritten as: 

. . .  7 ( x j  - x n )  1 \  / h \  / k ( x i - X q ) \  

- y ( x n  -  £ i )  . . .  i ( x n - x n )  1  .  
1 ... 1 0/  \  H  /  

l ( x n  - X Q )  
1 

(3.18) 

When solved, this system yields the solution for the A's and /x. 

3.2 (PUNCTUAL) UNIVERSAL KRIGING 

As noted previously, the data dealt with in this thesis are neither isotropic 

nor stationary. The form of Kriging previously defined is therefore not applicable 

and must be modified. In Universal Kriging, a regionalized variable is divided into 

the Drift (non stationary component as in trend surface analysis) and Residual 

(difference between actual values and the drift) components. The drift is first 

estimated and stripped away. Residuals are used to model the variogram. Finally, 

the drift and the residual are added to estimate the actual surface. 
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It is a Gauss-Markovian exact interpolation method for a non-stationary 

random variable Z at an arbitrary location of an unmeasured site XQ. The estimate 

is assumed to be a linear function (nonlinear estimates are rarely used ) of known 

values according to 
n 

Z*(a?o) = $><£(*.•) (3.19) 
i= 1 

where, Z * ( x 0 )  is the kriging estimate at x 0 ]  Z ( x { )  the measured value at the 

measurement point X{, i = 1,2, ...,n; and A,- the kriging weights for Z(x{) to 

estimate Z(xo). 

Because of the non-stationarity the random variable has the following struc

ture: 

Z ( x )  =  M ( x )  +  D ( x ) .  (3.20) 

Here, M ( x )  is a stationary random variable (named residual) with zero expected 

value, and D(x) a slowly varying deterministic function or drift yielding the ex

pected value of Z at point x. The function D(x) admits a local representation 

in polynomial form of order k. Physically, the drift represents the trend of the 

function over the geometric field. It expresses the regular and continuous variation 

of the random function Z(x) at the scale of observation of the experimental data. 

The residual term M(x) may or may not be stationary, but has a zero expectation, 

i.e., E[M(x)\ = 0, (which is a very important property, since the main use of the 

residuals will be to provide semivariograms) and accounts for the erratic fluctu

ations around the drift. Furthermore, it is assumed that it satisfies the second 

order stationarity conditions. Since the drift is generally unknown, it is necessary 

to model or estimate it. 

The principal idea of a variogram is to consider increments of the func

tion under study rather than the function itself. The difference operator used 

in numerical analysis and defined by A X „  =  —  X n , A 2 X n  =  A ( A X n )  =  

Xn+2 ~ 2Xn+1 -\- Xn and so forth has the property that for a polynomial p(ar) of 

degree n, 

An+1p(x) = 0. (3.21) 
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This property is used in the theory of Intrinsic Random Functions of order k  

(I.R.F.(k)) to filter out the drift. 

i 

The variance of the generalized increment is X) ̂jK( h )  where h  =  

|®i — a?j| and K ( h )  the generalized covariance. The simplest model is given by 

£[Z(i)]=0 + ̂ai/i(£) (3.22) 
1=1 

where /i, /2,..., /p are known, linearly independent functions in position and time 

coordinates, but ai, 02 > • • • > op are unknown. While knowledge of these coefficients 

is necessary to estimate the variogram, it is not necessary for kriging (only knowl

edge of the order is important). 

The variogram defined in the first part of this chapter is a generalized co-

variance (or increment) of order 0. 

The variogram is here 

7Z(K) = \Var[Z(x + h) - Z(£)], 

=  iE [ Z ( S  + S) - Z(i?)]2 - + h )  - Z(x)], 

= tmCO; 

i.e., the variogram is that of the residuals and 

-i=- £>(* + h )  -  Z(x,)]2 = -i=r 
2 n ( h )  ̂  2 n { h )  

+ —7?7 Y][M{2i + h)- M(xi)][D(£i + h) - D(xt)] 
n(n) 

(3.24) 
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The estimation variance is 

V a r ( Z * ( x o ) )  =  E  ̂ ( s 0 )  -  J 2  x i z & ) j  >  

= S S A»"VKIsi ~ 3»l)-
t=o j=o 

where 7 is the variogram of M ( x )  and Aoo = —1 is minimized under the constraints 

defined by the Universality Conditions. Using Lagrange multipliers, /i*, one for 

each constraint, one obtains the following kriging system : 

n p 

-®jl) + ̂2^kfk(xi) = 7(|®j -®o|), 1 = 1,2,...,"; (3.26) 
J=1 Jfc=o 

and 

^  ]  ̂ i f j ( x i )  =  f j ( . X o ) >  j  =  1 >  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  p  

3 = 1 

where f j ( x )  is the p-th monomial in the drift function at x  and p  is the number of 

such monomials in the drift function which depends on the order k of the polynomial 

drift. 

In matrix form (3.26) can be written as: 

/ l { X \ - X i )  .  .  7(£1 -  x n )  1  <*2/1 flp/l ^ 

» * 

/ A l \  

] 
.
 

- 
*-

«
 

* o ) \  

• y ( X n - X i )  .  • 7 ( Z n  - X n )  1 <22/11 • 

* 

a p f n  I 7( x n  - X 0 )  

1  1  0 0 0 C o  — 1 

«2/l 

• 

a i f p  0 0 0 V I  f l  

• 

V Op/l a p f p  0 0 0 > K f i P J  V  f p  / 
(3.27) 

The second set of equations, called the Universality Conditions, can be 

interpreted as follows. Suppose that Z(x) exactly coincides with one of the drift 

functions fi(x). Then Z(x) = fi(x) at all points. Consequently, by imposing the 

Universality Conditions on the estimator, Z * ( x )  =  a Z a ( x )  =  a f t ( x a )  =  

(3.25) 
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//(x) =  Z ( x ) .  Hence, the kriging estimator is exactly the same as Z ( x )  at all points; 

i.e., the kriging interpolator is exact for the drift functions. This is n + p + 1 

equations with n + p + 1 unknowns, n weights and p + 1 Lagrange multipliers. 

The kriging variance (or minimum estimation variance) is given by 

aUK = 53 I) + J] Wfc/*(®o)- (3-28) 
k=o 

The ̂zjt 's are the Lagrange multipliers corresponding to the p +1 constraints which 

are sufficient to ensure that the estimator is unbiased. 

The simplest choices for the drift functions are polynomials, e.g., in one 

dimension fi(x) = l,/2(ic) = x,f3(x) = a;2,... ,fp{x) — a:p+1 

In the two dimensional case x  =  ( u y v ) ,  and degree two, the drift is given by 

D ( x )  =  d o  +  a i u  +  c i 2 V  +  a ^ u 2  +  c i ^ v 2  +  a s u v  (3.29) 

where the Of are real coefficients. The function to be minimized is then 

P  
v(Ai , . .  • ,  A„,  f i o ,  I I I ,  •  •  - ,  t * p )  =  \ i Z ( x i ) - Z ( x 0 ) ] 2 - 2  ̂ 2 ( ^ 2  * i 9 j ( x i ) - 9 j ( x o ) )  

j =1 
(3.30) 

where go = <76 = a^uv. And the minimization is performed ac

cording to 

| ^ = 0  ( 3 . 3 1 )  
d m  

and 

wr° (3-32) 

Note that in one directional drift (say u), all the terms with v cancel out. 

The unbiasedness condition (Universality Conditions) in the two-dimensional 

space with cartesian coordinates (u,-, tr,-) for the case of an intrinsic random function 

of order 0, 1, or 2 becomes 

n 

k  =  0 5Z A«' = 1; (3'33) 
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k  = 1 Ail/; = u 0  

1=1 

and 
n 

= u0; 
i=X 

n 

k  = 2 ^ A;U;i>; = UqUO) 
i=l 

^A,ti? = «g, 
»=i 

and 

J^AiU? = w^. 
1 = 1 

With Universal Kriging, the isotropic spherical model already defined, for 

example, 

iW = C, [|| - /or 0 < A < a, (3_M) 

becomes 

and 

=  C \  f o r  h >  a ;  

f o r  0 < r < a  

=  Cj f o r  h > a .  (3.35) 

In practice the degree is assumed to be less than or equal to two (i.e, a linear 

or a quadratic drift) . Also, this drift may only be evident in some directions. For 

example, the phenomenon may be stationary in the horizontal (longitude) with a 

drift in the vertical (latitude). The degree is determined using the following rules: 

• Systematically delete points (use of the exactness property of the estimator), 

estimate using the remaining points and compute residuals; 

• For each point rank the errors with respect to the degree; 
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• Then average over all points estimated, 

• And select the degree from the smallest average rank. 

The pre-kriging task of estimating the order of the polynomial drift, as 

well as the parameters of the covariance function or the variogram, is known as 

Structural Analysis 

3.3 UNIVERSAL KRJGING OF SPACE-TIME SERIES 

The kriging of space-time data; i.e., the estimation of spatio-temporal vari

ables at unsampled spatial locations or unsampled times, could be performed given 

an extension of the geostatistical tools from the space domain into the space-time 

domain. This can be considered as an application of geostatistics different from the 

traditional ones wherein only spatial or only temporal dependence, but not both, 

need be considered. In the only-space domain, the majority of spatial approaches 

use temporally averaged quantities at each spatial location such as daily, weekly, 

monthly, seasonal or annual values. While in the only-time domain, the averaging 

is over space. In both of these methods the temporal (or respectively, the spa

tial) structure of the data is only implicitly considered. Hence, new variables are 

generated according to 

2i(s)= f  Y { x , t ) d t  (3.36) 
J o  

for space, and 

T  Zi{S)=bL Y(- s'^ dt (3-37> 

Wk(<)= f  Y ( x , t ) d x  (3.38) 
J o  

0 t  A  

w2(t) = \ f Y(x,t)dx (3.39) 
A  J o  

for time, where Z  and W  are the new variables derived from the old variable 

Y(x, <), T the time support and A the space support. This space or time "re

duction" has not only separated time-series common techniques from the spatial 
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interpolation by means of the newer technique of Kriging, but also leads to a loss 

of information when applying either of these methods to space-time data (range 

of information narrowed). Problems may also arise when treating time simply as 

another dimension. There are fundamental differences between space and time, 

and the characteristics of the space-time data are different from the space data 

ones. 

Despite the straightforward appearance of the extension, there are a num

ber of theoretical and practical problems that should be addressed prior to any 

application of geostatistical methods to space-time data. These include qualitative 

differences between spatial and temporal processes, imbalance between quantities 

of temporal and spatial information and many specific features (see Rouhani and 

Myers [58]). The most important difference is not so much that between spatial 

and temporal problems but, rather, between spatio-temporal problems and either 

of the two simpler models. 

In general, there are few data locations with long time-series at each point. 

The main factor seems to be the relatively high cost of establishing an observation 

station, which usually leads to more intense sampling at the already existing sites 

(relatively inexpensive). Therefore, the data are dense in the temporal domain, 

but sparse in the spatial domain. This gives different degrees of reliability and 

accuracy when the spatial or temporal domain is considered separately. 

For mapping purposes, the network dealt with here is very sparse. However, 

the long time period for which consistent data were collected will be used to offset 

the lack of a great number of monitoring stations. For the monthly sample located 

at x  at time t  (giving here to x  the usual meaning of position coordinates), Z ( x , t )  

will denote the monthly total insolation on a horizontal surface on the earth, wind 

speed, temperature or cloudiness index. Thus, after obtaining regular time-series 

without missing data, the sample semivariogram will be used to estimate the spatial 

variance for the regionalized variables, and the variograms for each month and each 
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variable will be "averaged" over the time. Furthermore, the yearly estimates can 

be specified by averaging over the 12 months of the year. 

The following has been employed as a variogram: 

This is a form of Block Kriging where the averaging is done over the finite time 

When one or more variables are estimated by a linear combination using 

both the spatial and inter-variable dependence, the technique is known as co-kriging 

or co-regionalization. It is a form of linear regression wherein a random function 

is estimated at an unsampled location using not only data for that function, but 

also data from other random functions that axe correlated with the first random 

function. 

It is possible to replace missing data or insufficient data for one variable by 

data on other variables utilizing the intervariable dependence. This is known as the 

"undersampled problem". Co-kriging will be used here first to correlate the sun

shine duration (many measurements) with the total insolation (few measurements), 

assuming that the time is a third dimension, and then to estimate the remaining 

missing data after reconstitution. In the undersampled problem we have a small 

amount of data for the principal variable (cloudiness index and insolation) and a 

large amount of data for the related variables (percent sunshine, sunshine dura

tion). It must be repeated here that the Correspondence Analysis Reconstitution 

formula does not estimate the missing values for a whole missing row or column 

in the data matrix. Rather, after estimation of the majority of the missing data,it 

allows the estimation of the cross-variograms and the variograms so that co-kriging 

(3.40) 
y^1986 
2^=1850 71  

37 

domain 

3.4 (PUNCTUAL) UNIVERSAL COKRIGING 

i 
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can be performed to complete the estimation of the missing data. The number of 

sample locations is not critical, but there should be enough to allow for adequate 

fitting of variograms and cross-variograms. 

Hence, Cokriging or joint estimation (on the basis of intervariable and spa

tial structure information) utilizes data from correlated variables to improve the 

estimation of all variables or to compensate for missing data on some variables. 

The cokriging technique has the objective of reducing the kriging variance. Prom 

a theoretical point of view, cokriging is not different from kriging; only an extra 

index is required to differentiate between variables to be cokriged. 

Let Z i ( x ) ,  Z z ( x ) , . . . ,  Z m ( x )  be the random functions in consideration, 

where x is the location in 1-, 2-, or 3- dimensional space. If 

Z ( x ) ^ [ Z 1 ( x ) J . . . , Z m ( x ) ]  (3.41) 

and a?i,..., x n  are the sample locations, the estimator for Z { x )is written as 

Z'( 5?) = £Z(z,)IV (3.42) 
J = 1 

where Tj,..., r„, are m x m  weight matrices with entries assigned to location 

j, and j — 1,..., n. The is the weight for location i given to Zj in estimating 

Zk. The system of equations used to obtain the I\ 's is given by 

^2 7(£,• - Xj)Ti + ft = 7(z,- -  x 0 )  (3.43) 

and 

e r ' = j  ( 3 - 4 4 )  

and is solved by minimizing 

m  
TraceE[ Z ( x 0 )  - Z * ( XQ) )t[ Z ( Xq)  -  Z * ( £ 0 ) ]  = ̂ E [ Z i ( x Q )  - Z * { { x Q ) f  (3.45) 
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The entries of 7(/i) axe 

7 i j ( h )  =  — C o v [ Z { { x  + h )  -  Z i ( x ) , Z j ( x  +  h )  -  Z j ( x ) ]  (3.46) 

and /i is ail m x m matrix of lagrange multipliers. Each 7 is an m x m matrix 

whose entries are variograms (on the diagonal) and cross-variograms. For the 

undersampled problem the y's must be modified by inserting zeros in appropriate 

places. 

In matrix form, denoting 

C ( h )  =  E [ Z ( x  +  h ) T Z ( x ) ] 7  

this system becomes: 

/ c f t - S t )  ... c ( 2 i - s n )  M S i )  ... /P(^i)\ / T 1 \  

C  ( ® „ - £ i )  . . .  C ( x n - x n )  / , ( £ „ )  . . .  f p ( x n )  
f l ( £ l )  /l(^n) 0 ... 0 

\  f p ( s 1 )  /p(®n) 0 0 ) 

A n 

\ f i p J  

(3.47) 

(  C ( x !  —  x 0 )  \  

C ( x n  -  S 0 )  
M*) 

\  f p ( z )  /  
(3.48) 

The minimized estimation variance or " cokriging variance " can then be 

written as 

a C K  =  +  ( 3 - 4 9 )  

or 

<J q K  =  T r a c e C ( 0 )  —  T r a c e  C ( x j  —  x 0 ) T j  —  T r a c e  / / ( a ? ) / j / .  (3.50) 
1=1 

Hence, to apply cokriging, it is necessary to model variograms for each variable 

separately as well as cross-variograms for all pairs. Consider any pair of variables 

Zj(x) and Zi(x), then 

7»jC0 = ~Cov[ Z i ( x  +  h ) ~  Z i ( x ) ,  Z j ( x  +  h ) ~  Z j ( x %  

= 7 

= 7ji( *>)• 

(3.51) 
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JI i — j it is a variogram and if i ̂  j it is a cross-variogr am .The cross-variogram 

may, in contrast to the variogram which goes from zero to an asymptotic value, 

decrease and even be negative. 

Assuming that Z j ( x )  has the representation 

Z,(x) = (3.52) 
k = 1  

where the Y£s are stationary, independent with separate covariances Kk(h), one 

can then write 
a 

C i j & )  =  Y ,  a i k « k j K k ( h ) .  (3.53) 

k = l  

Let U i j ( x )  =  Z i ( x) + Z j ( x ) ,  and W,j = Z i ( x )  —  Z j ( x ) ;  then assuming that data 

exist simultaneously for both Z {  and Z j ,  

E [ U i j ( x  +  h ) ~  U n i x ) }  =  C a ( h )  +  C j j ( h )  +  2 ( 3 . 5 4 )  

Thus, cross-covariance models can be obtained as linear combinations of covariances 

for the separate components and covariance for the sum. For random intrinsic 

functions, this becomes 

£> 
= 5l7«(S) + 7ii(S) - T 5(S)], (3.55) 

* 

7 . j (Q =  -  7u ( h )  -  1 j j (h)], 

= jhtj(h) - 7ijO*)]' 

In the above equations, 7^- and 7- represent the variograms of the sum and the 

difference, respectively. 

Nested (but identical for the two variables to be cokriged) models with the 

same range may be used to fit all of these components with different coefficients 

(even if zero) to obtain 7Those coefficients must be modified until equality 
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occurs in the above equations and the following Cauchy-Schwartz condition must 

also be verified: 

TO(S)<[7«(S)*7ij(S)]*. (3-56) 

It must be noted that if Z {  and Z j  were multiplied respectively by constants 

a and 6, only a multiplicative constant would come out of the above expression 

of jij(h). Furthermore, if a constant were added to Uij or Wij, there would also 

be no effect. Hence, there is no effect when moving to the mean (climatological 

centering giving a new variable Y(x) = Z{x) — Z(x), where Z{x) is the mean). 

This property is useful since it may be helpful to scale Z{ and Zj up or down so 

that none of them act like a noise. 

Instead of the real cross-variogram, the pseudo-cross variogram, whose es

timation does not require that data be available at the same location for the two 

variables to be co-kriged (i.e., for two variables Zj,Zk), is used if data are not 

available for all functions at all locations. It is defined by 

9 j k ( h )  =  g k j ( - h )  =  ] - V a r [ Z j ( x )  -  Z k ( x  +  £ ) ] ,  
? (3.57) 

=  - E [ Z i ( x  + h)-Zj(x)r 
which can be estimated by 

shtf) = ̂  + S))2- (3-58) 

This method has the advantage of using all the information contained in C,j while 

the usual technique of regression is done point by point. 

The pseudo-cross-variogram of Zj, Z j  is not, however, the covariance nor the 

variogram of a random function unless i = j. It quantifies the cross-correlation be

tween the random functions Z± and Zj and also is defined for the random functions 

U{j or Wij. A similar matrix form as above is obtained where the C matrices are 

replaced by G matrices whose entries are the gij. 
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If time is simply considered as another dimension, there is no change in the 

form of the kriging estimator nor in the kriging equations. That is, if (®o>^o) is an 

unsampled location-time, then Z(xQ,to) could be estimated by 

n 

Z ( x 0 t t Q )  =  (3.59) 
1=1 

where there are no assumptions made about any interrelations between the space 

and the time coordinates of a point (i.e., the estimator will interpolate and/or 

extrapolate in either space or time). The definition of the covariance or variogram 

for Z is taken to be completely analogous to the spatial case. 

Cross-validation involves estimating values at each sampled location in an 

area by kriging with the neighboring sample values (excluding the value of the point 

being estimated). The estimates axe compared to the original observations in order 

to test if the hypothetical variogram model and neighborhood search parameters 

will accurately reproduce the spatial variability of the sampled observations. 

The search neighborhood is an elliptical (or circular) area centered on the 

point being kriged. Only samples within the ellipse (or circle) are used for kriging, 

and there is an ellipse for each point. 

The procedures described in this chapter will be used first to model the var-

iograms for each month and for each of the variables defined in Table 1. Then the 

Kriging technique will be applied not only to estimate all the remaining missing 

data (full data matrices), but also to generate the contouring grids for the tem

perature and the wind speed. And for the cloudiness index and the insolation, the 

Kriging process will be preceeded by the application of the Cokriging technique to 

compensate for the "indirect" measurement of the solar potential. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SOLAR POTENTIAL 

4.1 SOLAR DATA 

The daily variations of the sunshine duration have an astronomical compo

nent related to the site and the season. To avoid this complication, the insolation 

ratio z is used where 

*,S = !*-• (4-1) 
J Q i j  

The index of the month is defined by i, for example, £—1 for January,...,12 for 

December; the location is specified by a latitude ipj and index j; S{j is the mea

sured sunshine duration; Soij the maximum sunshine duration (or extraterrestrial 

sunshine duration ). The latter is the astronomical duration of the day corrected 

for the shadow effect due to an obstacle to sun rays. The astronomical duration 

of the day is a function of the latitude <pj and the day n (where n is 1 for January 

1st, 365 for December 31st if the year is not a leap year). The angular height (or 

altitude angle) of the Sun at a given time on a given date is given by 

H  = arcsin(sin t p j  sin 6 „  + cos ( p j  cos 6 n  cosa>) (4-2) 

where <pj is the latitude of the site; £„ the daily angular declination of the Sun 

given by 

c «« • / (284 4- n )  x 360. 
6„ = 23.45 sui(i jgj ) (4.3) 

and u> is the hour angle of the Sim. 

Sunset and sunrise occur for H  =  0. This allows the determination of the 

daily sunshine duration, i.e., 

2 
Snj((pjj n) = — arccos(— tail <pj tan 6n) (4.4) 

15 
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We define 

wa — arccos(— tanyjj tan 8n) (4.5) 

Hence, over the month i, the denominator of Z i j  becomes, if the month i  has N i  

days, 
N ,  

Soij = ̂  ' Snj'i 
n=l 

2 ̂  
= — arccos(— tan tpj tan 5n); (^6) 

n=1 

0  N i  

= ib2>-
n=l 

The year has been divided into periods (months), in which the statistical charac

teristics of the events (sunshine duration ) are sufficiently homogeneous so that 

the events of each period can be considered as the realizations of a same random 

function. 

In addition to Z{\j  a new variable y,j can be defined such that 

W = Hij/Haij (4.7) 

where Hij is the measured total average insolation and J7oij the out-of-atmosphere 

equivalent given by 

1.353 x 24 ̂ .  360 x n... ir x . 
Hoij > Jl+0.0334cos( )][cosy?j cos6nsina;a-{- siny>js]n<! 

n=l 

(4.8) 

in kWh/m2.month. 

In fact, the above equation is used without the summation and for a 

representative day in the month. 

In the literature using the Liu and Jordan Method, is known as k t ,  the 

clearness index or global cloudiness index, while Zij is sometimes called percent of 

possible sunshine PPS. There are curve fits giving the Diffuse Insolation value as 
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a function of the Total Insolation and the Clearness Index; they can be found in a 

number of solar references and, particularly, in Duffie and Beckman [23]. 

Black and Angstrom proposed a linear relation between y,j and 2,y. Other 

authors use a polynomial relation or even a nonlinear relation. All of these relations 

are regression equations; as stated before, Cokriging can fruitfully replace regres

sion. Here, Cokriging has been used instead to replace regression and estimate the 

monthly horizontal total solar radiation from the sunshine duration. 

Below (in Fig. 7) is given the ratio of monthly averages of daily diffuse to 

daily total radiation as a function of average monthly cloudiness index (from [43]). 
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The mean wind speed, temperature, and cloudiness index, as well as the 

total radiation are interpolated according to the flow chart given in Table 6. This 

table summarizes all the steps described in the previous chapters and effectively 

applied to obtain the results explained in the next chapter. 

Table 6 General Flow Chart. 
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CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS 

The objective of this thesis was to generate a set of contour maps from which 

designers would be able to calculate the solar input and the efficiency of any solar 

equipment to be installed over the Senegalese territory. Thus, avoiding the easy 

and sometimes costly (because of the need to add a backup generator that may 

affect the life cycle cost of the equipment) solution of extrapolating the available 

data (mainly from the country's Capital). 

The techniques employed are well known in Mathematics and they give good 

estimates of the variables of interest. A certain number of yearly and site data have 

been generated by replacing the missing data first via Correspondence Analysis and 

Geostatistics, extending the analysis beyond the few number of recorded data and 

generating a regular time-series without missing data. Then a spatial interpolation 

has been applied via the Kriging technique to define spatial correlation models 

from the surface (Senegal) sampled at discrete points, giving a graphical extension 

of the data. 

Some of the measurements of the meteorological stations (namely percent 

sunshine and sunshine duration) have been converted into a usable format (namely 

cloudiness index and indirectly insolation via Cokriging). 

The Correspondence Analysis program given in Appendix A has been first 

run for the 48 data matrices of 17 (stations) by 37 (years) for the twelve months 

of the year and the four variables sunshine duration, insolation, temperature and 

wind speed (see pages 81 and 82). 

For each of these 48 partially full data matrices, the experimental variogram 

(see Fig. 6) has been estimated in addition to the twelve cross-variograms between 

the cloudiness index and the percent sunshine of the corresponding twelve months. 

Then the corresponding model of each variogram and cross-variogram has been 
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fitted via a least squares method. The models fitted axe all of the following form : 

Gaussian 4- Nugget. 

Each variogram and cross-variogram has been cross-validated and the corre

sponding model has been rejected whenever the results were not satisfactory. Note 

that from the variogram models and the anisotropy angle of each model, it seems 

that this angle is not 90 degrees as one might think, but about 45 degrees. In other 

words, the insolation does not seem to increase in the Northern Hemisphere from 

North toward the Equator, but rather along a North-East South-West axis. This 

thesis did not thoroughly investigate this matter. 

Once the variogram and cross-variogram models have been adopted, the 

partially full data matrices have been supplied to geostatistical codes that were 

adapted to this particular context with the models. 

The final products consist of 48 maps of monthly mean insolation on a hor

izontal surface, mean ambient temperature, mean wind speed and monthly cloudi

ness index; they are the basis of any solar design. The derived maps are given in 

Appendix B. 

For any design, all that is required is the site location. Given a site, one 

can read from the maps the wind speed, temperature, cloudiness index and insola

tion of that location. Hence, applying the Liu and Jordan method, the insolation 

components can easily be determined as well as the efficiency of the equipment. 

The global process is highly iterative and long. It allows not only to offset 

the lack of a great number of meteorological stations whose increase may be costly, 

but also has compensated for the non-running times of these stations due to faults 

or maintenance and the conversion of the meteorological measurements into more 

adequate values. A few number of meteorological station measurements can be 

satisfactorily extrapolated on a wide area encompassing these stations, but also 

good estimates can be found for periods during which these measurements have 

not been made in any of the stations. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

The contributions of this thesis are mainly the generation of the reconsti-

tution algorithm (see Appendix A), the adaptation of some Geostatistical codes 

to this particular case, the fitting of the vaxiogram models (least squares method), 

the averaging of the variograms, the generation of the contour maps and of course 

the generation of the process flow chart. 

The results should never be accepted as necessarily the final and exact an

swer. Unless they continue proving their appropriateness, they must be the object 

of follow-up comparisons and even modifications if needed. New measurements 

(from 1986) should be included not only to increase the accuracy of the estimation 

of the missing values, but also to talce into account the climatic changes. In fact, 

some uncertainty has been imposed by the inability to observe the whole of the 

insolation, wind speed, temperature and sunshine duration. The conclusions are 

drawn from samples or finite sets of observations at spatial locations on irregular 

sampling patterns (meteorological stations) of a limited number of variables (four 

in our case). In addition to this sampling, there is the inevitable noise due to 

imprecise measurements. 

The sunshine duration, as for most data in the Earth Sciences, is an inac

curate representation of the attribute of interest (namely the insolation). 

The contour maps derived from the application of Correspondence Analysis 

and Kriging are given in Appendix B. 

Correspondence analysis is essentially a data driven technique, that is, no 

parameters need be separately fitted nor are there assumptions such as normality or 

stationarity. Some of the interpretations follow only from the geometric formulation 

without the use of external models. 
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Kriging, in contrast, requires fitting variograms and cross-variograms with 

an implicit modelling of the phenomena by random functions, and the variograms 

must satisfy certain conditions. 

Prom the maps given in Appendix B, one can conclude that the decision of 

installing wind powered machines by the Senegalese Government along the coast 

was well founded because, even though we dealt with the daily values of wind 

speeds, one can infer that wind speeds "decrease" from the coast to the countryside. 

The converse seems to apply for the temperatures except for the south-east 

corner of the country where the terrain is not that flat. 

As fax as the insolation is concerned, the observations follow the general 

vegetation; i.e., the traces of the Northern Desert of the country can be overlayed 

on the insolation spots. 

Unfortunately, it is also clear that there is no real substitute for data at an 

adequate number of locations for all the variables of interest. One must bear in 

mind that the contour maps are that of estimated values. Even if the estimation 

seems almost perfect (small error of estimation given by the Kriging variances), 

most of the values used have been estimated because of the spaxsity. 

This thesis, as a matter of fact, gives also the basis for reinvestigating the 

Black and Angstrom relation (see page 55). It seems that an exact mathematical 

form derived from a linear combination of valid variograms can be used. This 

could be done by finding, for a large set of locations around the world, the general 

form of the cross-variogram of the reduced variables Kt (cloudiness index) and PPS 

(percent sunshine). 
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COMPUTER PROGRAM 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE 

RECONSTITUTION CODE 

The goal of this annex is to provide readers with the material necessary to 

perform the reconstruction of missing data. A user's guide, a fortran listing and 

examples of input file and output file are included. 

1) Parameters 

• CARD 1: TITLE 

Study title in 80 characters 

• CARD 2: 3 PARAMETERS IN FORMAT 314 

1-ITOT; total number of rows in data file. 

2-ITOT: total number of columns in data file. 

(the row identifier (year) is not counted as one of the columns). 

3-MDRS: mode of defining row selection. 

There are two formats for selecting and defining rows for analysis. If 

MDRS=0 : all the rows are active. If MDRS = 1 : there are two selection cards 

(some rows are ignored). 

• CARD 3: COLUMN IDENTIFIERS 

Four character identifiers are read in fixed format (20A4) for the ITOT 

original columns (i.e., before columns are selected and shifted around). 

• CARD 4: COLUMN SELECTION 

Codes are read in format 8011 for the JTOT columns of the data matrix, 

such that: 
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0=column eliminated from the analysis 

l=active column 

• CARD 5: ROW SELECTION 

When MDRS=0 : There are no row selection cards; all rows are active. 

When MDRS=1 : Codes are read in 8011 for all ITOT rows, such that: 

0=row eliminated from analysis 

l=active row 

• CARD 6: FORMAT FOR READING DATA 

The format is written in parentheses. It begins with 1A4 (for the year) .The 

remainder is read in real (F) format (even if integer values) 

• CARD 7: THE DATA 

The data is read according to the previous format. There are ITOT 

rows,each row is (1+JTOT) long. 

• CARD 8: 1 PARAMETER IN FORMAT 14 

This is NFAC, the number of eigenvalues, or more correctly the dimension 

-1 of the subspace of study. 

2) Storage requirement 

The main program contains a vector Q, of length MOTS, which controls the 

allocation of memory for the entire program. The length of Q is a function of the 

dimensions of the data matrix to be analyzed. It can be calculated in terms of: 

JCARD= Total number of active columns 

ITOT = Total number of rows in the data file 
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NFAC = Number of principal axes (or eigenvalues or dimension of subspace -

requested. 



PROGRAM CORRESPAN 67 
ft 
it 
A 
* PROGRAM FOR ESTIMATION OF MISSING DATA 
* FEATURING THE RECONSTITUTE FORMULA OF CORRESPONDENCE 
* ANALYSIS. 
ft 
ft 
it 
it REFERENCES 
* 1- L. LEBART.A. MORINEAU AND K.M. WARWICK.MULTIVARIATE 
* DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS-WILEY I98A 
* 2- J.H. WILKINSON AND C. REINCH,HANDBOOK FOR AUTOMATIC 
* COMPUTATION;VOLUME 2.SPRINGER-VERLAG,1971 
* 3- MATRIX EIGENSYSTEM,EI5PACK GUIDE;LECTURE NOTES IN 
* COMPUTER SCIENCE No 6.SPR1NGER-VERLAG,197^ 
it 

DOUBLE PRECISION Q 
INTEGER APPROX,ORDER 
DIMENSION Q (IOOOO) .LTITR (20) 
COMMON /ENSOR/LEC,IMP 
DATA NB/10/,NC/20/,NF/30/,NG/AO/,NH/50/ 
MOTS-t0000 

AftAftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftft AAAAftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftAftftftftftftftft 
ft INPUT FILE NUMBER=CARD READER 
AftftftftftftftftAftrtftftftftftftftftftftftAftAftftft Aft ftftftft ftftft ftftftft Aft AAA AAA AAft ftftftft ftftftftftftftftrtftftft ft 

LECa5 
it AAAA Aft Aft A Aft AAft AftftAftft AAA AAAftftAftft AAAAftAAAftftftftftftftAftAA ft AAA Aft Aft A ftftftft ftftftftftft 
A OUTPUT FILE NUMBER=PRINTER 
ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft A ft ft ft ftft ft ft ft ft ft A A ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft A ft A ft ft A ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft A ft ft A ft A ft ft ft ft A ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft 

I MP=6 
CALL SELECTION (Q,MOTS,NFIN,NB,NF,NH,NG) 
READ (LEC,1000) NIT 

1000 FORMAT (20 I A) 
APPR0X=1 
ORDER=t 
WRITE (I MP ,2000) 
WRITE (IMP,2100) NIT 
REWIND NB 
READ (NB) (LTITR (L) , L™1 ,20) , LB, I CARD, I TOT, JCARD, JTOT 
WRITE (IMP,2200) ICARD,JCARD 

A A ftftftft AAAftftAftft Aft AftAftAftAftftftftAft ft AftftftAftftftftftA ftftftftftftftftftftftftftftft Aft ftftft ft AftftAftft Aft 
ft MEMORY RESERVATION 
Aft ftftftft Aft AAft AftftAftft Aft A Aft A Aft ft ft Aft ft AAft A Aft Aft AftftAftft ftftftft AAftftft ftftftft ftftftft ft ftftftftftftft A 

NS-NFIN 
NDI=NS+JCARD*JCARD 
NPJ=NDI+JCARO 
NU=NPJ+JCARD 
NIDJ-NU+JCARO 
NV*»N I DJ+JCARD 
NW=NV+JTOT 
NXO=NW+lTOTftJTOT 
NXl-NXO+ITOTAJTOT 
NX2=NX1+IT0T*JT0T 
NFACI=NX2+ITOTftJTOT 
NFACJ»NFACI+lTOTftNIT 
NFACHNFACJ+N IT'<JTOT 
NFIN1»NFAC+IT0T*JT0T 
WRITE (I MP,2300) MOTS,NF INI 



IF (NFINI .GT. HOTS) GOTO 1500 
CALL CORRES (NIT,JCARD,I CARD,ITOT,JTOT,APPROX,ORDER 68 

1 • Q (NS) , Q(NDI) ,Q (NPJ) ,Q (NU) ,Q(NIDJ) ,Q(NW) ,Q(NXO) ,Q(NX1) 
2 , Q (NX2) ,Q (NFAC) , Q (NF AC I) ,Q(NFACJ) ,NB,NC,NF,NH, NG) 

1500 WRITE (I MP,2^00) 
2000 FORMAT (1H1,52X,'STEP ** RECONSTITUTION **'/IX,130 (1H-)) 
2100 FORMAT (IX, ' PARAMETER CARD '/IX,26 (IH-)/10X, ' N IT -WU//) 
2200 FORMAT (1X,1 RE-READ ING PARAMETERS ON THE FILES1,1H,tOX, 

1 1ICARD-',I^,5X,'JCARD-',IA) 
2300 FORMAT (IX, 1 MEMORY USAGE MOX, 1 YOU HAVE 

1 RESERVED'.16,10X,1 YOU NEED 1,I 6/) 
21400 FORMAT (1X/1X, 130(1H-)/lX,i.8X, 

1 'END OF STEP AftRECONSTITUTION **1/IX,130 (1H-)) 
STOP 
END 

SUBROUTINE SELECTION (Q.MOTS.NFIN.NB.NF.NH.NG) 
DOUBLE PRECISION Q 
DIMENSION Q (MOTS) , LTITR(20) 
COMMON /ENSOR/ LEC,IMP 
WRITE (IMP, 3000) 
READ (LEC , 1000) ( LTITR(L) ,L=1,20) 
WRITE (IMP.itOOO) (LTITR(L) ,L=1,20) 
READ (LEC,2000)ITOT, JTOT, MDRS 

2000 FORMAT (201 It) 
IDIM°ITOT 

IF (MDRS .EQ. 0) IDIM=1 
WRITE (IMP,5000) ITOT,JTOT.MDRS 

ftftAAAAftAftftftAftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftAftAftftftftftftftftftftAftAAAAAAAAftAftftAAAAft 

* MEMORY RESERVATION 
ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft lit A ft A ft j'< ft ft ft A A A it it it A Aft ft A it ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft Si ft >'r ft ft Aft ft it ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft A ft ft ft A ft ft ft ft 

KFMT-20 
NFMT°1 
N I U=NFMT+KFMT 
NIX=NIU+JTOT 
NIG=NIX+JTOT 
N I DJ=NIG+lD I H 
NV-NIDJ+JTOT 
NWK=NV+JTOT 
NI V=NWK+JTOT 
NXO"NIV+JTOT 
NX 1=NXO+ITOT>'<JTOT 
NF IN=NX1 + ITOT'UTOT 

IF ( NFIN .GT. HOTS) GOTO 1500 
CALL PLUl(MDRS,IDIM,I TOT,JTOT,KFHT,LTITR,Q (NFMT) ,Q(NIU) 

1 , Q (NIX) , Q (N I G) , Q (NI D J) ,Q(NV) ,Q(NWK) ,Q(NIV) ,Q(NXO) 
2 , Q (NX 1) ,NB,NF,NH,NG) 

1500 WRITE (I HP, 6000) 
1000 FORHAT (20Al») 
3000 FORMAT (1HM9X.22H STEP ** SELECTION ft* ,/lHO, 1 30 (1H-)) 
1*000 FORMAT (1H ,//,5X,7H TlTLE», 20At,/) 
5000 FORMAT (1H ,//,5X,6H ITOT-, I lt,5X,5HJT0T=, IA ,5X .5HMDRS-, \k,/) 
6000 FORMAT (IHO/IHO,130 (1H-)/I HO,A8X 

1 ,30HEND OF READING AND SELECTION /1 HO,130 (1H-)) 
RETURN 
END 

1 

SUBROUTINE PLUl (MDRS,IDIM,ITOT,JTOT,KFMT,LTITR,FMT,IU,IX 
,IG,IDJ.V.WK,IV.XO.Xl,NB,NF,NH,NG) 
DOUBLE PRECISION XI,XO,V,WK 



1000 
2000 
3000 
<(000 
5000 

DIMENSION LTITR (20) ,NGR (10) , FMT (KFMT) , I U (JTOT) , I X (JTOT) 
, I G (I DIM) , ID J (JTOT) , V (JTOT) ,WK (JTOT) , IV (JTOT) 
COMMON /ENSOR/ LEC,IMP 
WRITE (IMP,2000) 
READ (LEC, 1000) (I OJ (J) , J-1, JTOT) 
WRITE (IMP, 3000) (I DJ (J) , J= 1. JTOT) 
CALL CHOICE (IU.JT0T) 

IF (MDRS .NE. 0) CALL CHOICE (IG.IDIM) 
READ (LEC, 1000) (FMT (L) , L-1 , KFMT) 
WRITE (I MP,4000) 
WRITE (IMP,5000) (FMT (L) ,1.-1.KFMT) 
CALL PLU2 ( IDIM,ITOT,ICARD,JTOT,KFMT,IU,IG,IDJ,NGR,V,WK 
,IV,IX,LTITR,FMT,X0,X1,NB,NF,NH,NG) 
FORMAT (2OA*0 
FORMAT (1 HO,20HNAMES OF COLUMNS /) 
FORMAT (20(2X,A1«)) 
FORMAT (1 HO,7HF0RMAT /) 
FORMAT (1H ,20A4) 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE CHOICE ( IX, ICARD) 
DIMENSION IX (ICARO), NBR (5) 
COMMON /ENSOR/ LEC,IMP 

DO 10 L= 1,5 
10 NBR (L) =0 

READ (LEC, 1000) {IX (J) , 1-1, ICARD) 
DO 11 I-I,ICARD 

NTYP-IX (I) 
IF (NTYP .LE. 0) GOTO 11 

NBR (NTYP) -NBR (NTYP) + 1 
11 CONTINUE 

WRITE (IMP,6000) 
DO 12 L-1,5 

IF (NBR (L) .LE. 0) GOTO 12 
WRITE (IMP, 3000) L, NBR (L) 

12 CONTINUE 
WRITE (IMP,4000) ICARD 
WRITE (IMP,5000) (IX(I), 1 = 1,1 CARD) 

1000 FORMAT (8011) 
3000 FORMAT (lH0,5X,JtHTYPE, I 3, 5XJ9HNUKBER OF VAR I ABLES, 16) 
4000 FORMAT (1 HO,22HINDICATOR VECTOR OF ,|6,11H ELEMENTS 

1 ,1?H IN GROUPS OF 10 / ) 
5000 FORMAT ( BOX,1011,IX) ) 
6000 FORMAT (1 HO,21HSUMMARY OF SELECTION ) 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE PLU2 (IDIM,I TOT,I CARD,JTOT,KFMT,IU,IG,IDJ,NGR 
1 ,V,WK,IV,1X,LTITR,FMT,X0,X1,NB,NF,NH,NG) 

DOUBLE PRECISION V,WK,X0.X1 
DIMENSION I U (JTOT) , NGR (10) ,V(JTOT) .WK(JTOT) , I V (JTOT) ,LQ(1 1) 

1 , IDJ (JTOT) ,X1 (ITOT,JTOT) ,X0 (ITOT, JTOT) , ( DENT (1) 
2 , NGCUM (1 1) , FMT (KFMT) , IG (IDIM) ,LTITR(20) , I X (JTOT) 

COMMON / ENSOR / LEC,IMP 
DATA LB/2HNB/,LH/2HNH/,LG/2HNG/,LF/2HNF/ 

* PERMUTATION 

00 13 KA«1,10 



GOTO 20 

I CARD=ICARD+1 

LQ (KA) =0 70 
13 NGR (KA) =0 

DO 1^ K=1,JTOT 
IF (I U (K) .EQ. 0) I U (K) =10 
KA»IU{K) 

\U NGR (KA) "NGR (KA) +1 
NGCUM (1) =0 
DO 15 KA-1,10 

15 NGCUM (KA+1) =NGCUM (KA) +NGR (KA) 
DO t6 K=1(JT0T 

KA-IU(K) 
LQ (KA) =LQ (KA) +1 

!6 I X (K) =LQ (KA) +NGCUM (KA) 
REWIND NG 
WRITE (NG) (I X (L) .L-l.JTOT) 
DO 17 J-1.JT0T 

17 I V (J) -1 DJ (J) 
DO 18 K=1,JTOT 

KD-IX(K) 
18 I D J (KD) = I V (K) 

I CARD=0 
REWIND NB 
REWIND NH 
JCARD=NGR (1) 
IF (IDIH .LE. 1) 
DO 19 1=1,ITOT 

T F (10 (I) .EQ. 1) 
19 CONTINUE 

GOTO 21 
20 I CARD"ITOT 
21 CONTINUE 

WRITE (NB) (LTITR (L) 
WRITE (NB) (IDJ(J),J« 
DO 22 1=1.ITOT 

DO 22 J=1,JTOT 
X0(l,j)=0.0 
XI (I , J) =0.0 

22 CONTINUE 
WRITE (IMP,100) 

ft ft ft ;'{ftftft ft J': FT FT FT V* FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT 

READING OF DATA 
ftftftftrtftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftft 

DO 2U 1=1,ITOT 
READ (LEC, FHT) I DENT (1) , (WK (K) , K= 1, JTOT) 
DO 23 K°1,JTOT 

23 XO (I ,K)=WK(K) 
WRITE (IMP,300) 
WRITE (NH) (XO ( 

24 CONTINUE 
CALL ITERATE (ITOT,JTOT,XO,X1,NH) 
REWIND NF 
DO 25 1=1,ITOT 

25 WRITE (NF) (XI (I ,J) , J-l.JTOT) 
WRITE (IMP,200) 
REWIND NG 
READ (NG) (I X (K) ,K=I, JTOT) 
DO 27 1=1,ITOT 

DO 26 K=I,JTOT 
KDb IX (K) 
V(KD) =X 1 (I ,K) 

, L= I,20) , LB, 
•1 , JCARD) 

CARD,ITOT,JCARD,JTOT 

(XO (I ,K) ,K=1, JTOT) 
, K) ,K=1,JTOT) 



26 CONTINUE 71 
WRITE (NB) (V(L) ,L=1, JCARD) 

27 WRITE (IMP, 300) (XI (I , K) ,K=1. JTOT) 
DO 28 K=1,JTOT 

28 IF (IU (K) .EQ. 10) IU (K) =0 
100 FORMAT (IHl,25X,15HINITIAL MATRIX /) 
200 FORMAT (1H1 ,25X,32HRECON5TITUTI ON APPROX 1 ORDER 0 /) 
300 FORMAT (IK , 17F^*. 1) 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE CORRES (NIT,JCARD,I CARD,I TOT,JTOT,APPROX,ORDER 
1 ,S,0 I,PJ,U,IDJ,W,XO,X1,X2,FAC,FACI,FACJ,NB,NC,NF,NH,NG) 

DOUBLE PRECISION SOM,TRACE,Dl,FAC,FACI,FACJ,PJ,R,S,U,XO,XI 
1 ,X2,W,T0T1,T0T2,D,A,B 

INTEGER APPROX,ORDER,LC 
DIMENSION S (JCARD. JCARD) ,01 (JCARD) ,PJ (JCARD) ,U(JCARD) 

1 , I DJ (JCARO) , R (37) , LTITR (20) ,X2 (ITOT.JTOT) ,T0T1 (17) 
2 ,FACJ(JTOT.NIT),X0 (ITOT,JTOT),IX(17),FACI(ITOT,NIT) 
3 ,X1 (ITOT.JTOT) ,FAC (ITOT.JTOT) ,W(37,I7) .T0T2 (17) ,0(17) 

COMMON / ENSOR / LEC.IMP 
OPEN (UNIT=90,F I LE=' OUTF I L E ' , STATUS®'NEW1 

1 .FORM"1FORMATTED') 
REWIND NF 

DO 29 1=1.ITOT 
29 READ (NF) (XI (I , J) , J = 1 ,JTOT) 
58 APPR0X=APPR0X+1 

N0RDER=O 
DO 30 J-l,JCARD 

Dl (J) =0.0 
U (J)=0.0 

30 CONTINUE 
DO 31 1=1,ITOT 

DO 31 J=I,JTOT 
W(I,J)=0.0 
X2 (I,J)=0.0 

31 CONTINUE 
DO 32 J=1,JTOT 

T0T1 (J) =0.0 
T0T2 (J) =0.0 

32 D (J) =0.0 
CALL C0PY1 (JCARD,ICARD,ITOT,IDJ,U,NB,NC) 

DO 33 J-l,JCARD 
33 U (J) =0.0 
ftftftftftftftftftftftftftrtftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftAAAAftftftftrtAAftftftftftftft 

ft DI AGONAL IZATION 
ftftftftftrtftftrtftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftrtftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftrtftftftftftrtftftftrtftftrtrtft 

CALL CENTRAL (JCARD,ITOT,NIT,PJ,S,U.TRACE.SOM,DI,NC) 
WRITE (IMP,1000) 

ftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftft 
ft PRINTING OF EIGENVALUES 
ftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftrtftftftrtftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftrtftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftft 

CALL HIST (1,NIT,JTOT, Dl, TRACE.NORDER) 
DO 3*» 1 = 1, ITOT 

3J+ R(I)=0.0 
DO 35 1=1,ITOT 
DO 35 J=),JTOT 

35 R (I) =R (I )+Xl (I , J) 
DO 36 1=1,ORDER 
DO 36 J-l.JTOT 



FACJ (I,J)=0.0 72 
DO 37 1 = 1.I TOT 

DO 37 J=l.ORDER 
FACl (I ,J) =0.0 
DO 39 KFAC=1,ORDER 

REWIND NG 
READ (NG) (I X (J) ,J = 1 ,JTOT) 

DO 38 J=1,JTOT 
K= I X (J) 
IF (K .LE. JCARD) FACJ (KFAC,J) «S (K,KFAC) 

CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
00 U2 KFAC=1.ORDER 

DO M 1 = 1,I TOT 
IF (R (I) .LT. 0.01) GOTO A1 
DO ItO J=1, JTOT 

FACl (I , KFAC)-FACl (I ,KFAC)+X1 (I , J) *FACJ (KFAC, J) 
CONTINUE 

FACl (I ,KFAC)=FACI (I , KFAC) / (R (I) *SQRT (Dl (KFAC))) 
CONTINUE 

CONTINUE 
DO i)5 1=1, ITOT 

DO J= 1 , JTOT 
F AC (I , J) =0.0 
DO A3 KFAC=1,ORDER 

FAC (I , J) =FAC (I , J) + (1 /SQRT (D 1 (KFAC))) *FAC I (I , KFAC) 
'•'FACJ (KFAC, J) 

CONTINUE 
FAC (I ,J) =FAC {I ,J) + 1.0 

CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 

REWIND NH 
DO U7 1 = 1,I TOT 

READ (NH) (XO (I , J) ,J=1, JTOT) 
DO 1)6 J= 1, JTOT 

IF (XO(l,J) .LT. 0.1) THEN 
W (I , J) =X 1 (I , J) >''F AC (I , J) 

IF (W(I,J) .LT. 0.0) W(l,J)=0.0 
ELSE 

W(l , J)-XO{l ,J) 
END IF 

CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 

CALL ITERATE (ITOT,JTOT,W,X2,NH) 
CALL C0PY2 (I TOT,JTOT,X2,NB,NG) 
WRITE (IrtP.lOO) APPROX,ORDER 
LC=0 

DO US 1-1,ITOT 
DO i)8 J=1, JTOT 

A- (X 2 (I , J) -X 1 (I ,J))/1000 
B-Xl(I,J)/1000 
T0T1 (J) =T0T1 (J) + A*A 
T0T2 (J) =T0T2 (J) + B*B 

CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
DO 50 J=1,JTOT 

IF (T0T2(J) .LT. l.OE-5) GOTO 50 
D (J) =SQRT (TOT 1 (J) /T0T2 (J)) 

CONTINUE 
DO 5! J=1,JTOT 



Aft A AAAycytTVyt ArtrtAjVrtAftftjVrtrtytjVftAAAjVrtTiVTVAT'fftAi'tj'Ei'n'cyt 
* THE RELATIVE TOLERANCE BELOW HAS TO BE MODULATED 73 
* ACCORDING TO THE ACCURACY REQUIRED 

IF (0 (J) .GT. l.OE-3) GOTO 52 
51 CONTINUE 

GOTO 53 
52 LC-1 

GOTO 5k 
53 ORDER=ORDER+1 

LC°1 
5^ DO 56 I"1,ITOT 

DO 55 J= 1,JTOT 
55 XI (I. J) =X2 (I.J) 
56 CONTINUE 

DO 57 1-1.ITOT 
WRITE (IMP,200) (XI (I.J) , J=1,JTOT) 

57 CONTINUE 
IF (ORDER .EQ. NORDER) LC-0 
IF (LC .NE. 0) GOTO 58 
DO 59 1-1.ITOT 
WRITE (90.300) (XI (I . J) , J-l, JTOT) 

59 CONTINUE 
CLOSE (UNITd90,STATUS"'SAVE 1) 

100 F0RMAT(1H1,2X,'RECONSTITUTED MATRIX APPROXI MAT I ON'.I 5 
1 ,2X,'ORDER1.15) 

200 FORMAT (IH .17FA.1) 
300 FORMAT (17Ffc.l) 
1000 FORMAT (1H1) 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE COPY) (JCARD.I CARD,ITOT,IDJ,U.NB,NC) 
DOUBLE PRECISION PIA.U 
DIMENSION U(JCARD) . LTITR (20) ,IDJ(JCARD) 
COMMON /ENSOR/LEC,IMP 
DATA LC/2HNC/ 
REWIND NB 
REWIND NC 
READ (NB) (LTITR(L),L"I.20).LB,ICARD,ITOT,JCARO.JTOT 
READ (NB) (IDJ (J) .J-l,JCARD) 
WRITE (NC) (LTITR(L) ,L=1,20) , LC 

DO 61 1=1,ITOT 
READ (NB) (U (L) , L-l , JCARD) 
PI A =0.0 
DO 60 J=1,JCARD 

60 P I A=P I A+U (J) 
IF (PIA .LE. J.OE-8) PIA-l.OE-8 
WRITE (NC) (U (J) , J-l .JCARD) , PIA 

61 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE CENTRAL (JCARD,ITOT.NIT.PJ.S.U.TRACE.SOM.DI,NC) 
DOUBLE PRECISION AAAA.PIA,BBB,SOM,TRACE,DI,PJ,S,U 
DIMENSION S (JCARD, JCARD) ,DI (JCARD) ,U (JCARD) ,PJ (JCARD) 

1 , LTITR (20) 
COMMON /ENSOR/LEC,IMP 



ftftftAftftAAftAftftftaVftftAftAAAftftftftftftftftftftAftftftftftftftftftftftftftftAAAftftAftrtftAAAftftAAftftftftftftftft 

* SYMMETRIZATION,CENTERING TO ELIMINATE THE TRIVIAL Ik 
* EIGENVALUE 1,AND 0 I AGONAL IZATION 
rtilertrtrtrtfti'irtrtrtiWfrtrtftiYArtftftiirtrtftrtrtilirtftrtftrtiftiYftftrtrtftArtyii'cArtftrtiftrtftrtrtiirftj'tArtAfti'tftrti'iAfti'iftftit 

DO 62 J°I,JCARD 
62 PJ(J)=0.0 

DO 6It J= I, JCARD 
DO 63 JJ-l.J 

63 S(J,JJ)=0.0 
6 k CONTINUE 

REWIND NC 
READ (NC) (LTITR(LL) ,LL=1,20) ,LC 
SOM=0.0 

DO 68 1-1,ITOT 
READ (NC) (U (J) , J=1 i JCARD) ,P I A 

IF (PIA .LT. l.OE-8) GOTO 68 
SOH-SOM+PI A 

DO 66 J-1,JCARD 
DO 65 JJ>=1,J 

65 S (J, JJ)=5 (J,JJ) + (U(J)ftU (J J)) /PIA 
66 CONTINUE 

DO 67 J-1,JCARD 
67 PJ (J)=PJ(J)+U(J) 
68 CONTINUE 

DO 69 J-1,JCARD 
IF (PJ (J) .LT. I.OE-9) PJ (J) =1 .OE-9 

69 CONTINUE 
DO 71 J«l,JCARD 

DO 70 JJ=1,J 
BBB=PJ (J) *PJ (JJ) 
AAAA°SQRT(BBB) 
S (J, J J) = {S (J , J J) /A AAA) - (AAA A/SOrt) 

70 S (JJ, J) =S (J, J J) 
71 CONTINUE 

TRACE=0.0 
DO 72 J=1,JCARD 

72 TRACE=TRACE+S (J,J) 
ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ftft ft A A ft ft it ft A a"r ft ft ft ft aV ft ft ft ft ft ft W ft ft ft ft ft ft A A ft ft ft ft A A ft ft ft ft A A ft A ft ft A ft ft ft 
ft DIAGONALIZATION {S: ORTHONORMAL EIGENVECTORS, Dl:EIGENVALUES) 
ftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftAalrftftftftAAft AftftftftAAftftAa'tftftftaYftftftftftftftftftftftftAAa^AAftftftftftftftAftftftftA 

WRITE (IMP,2000) TRACE 
DO 73 Ja1,JCARD 

73 U(J)=0.0 
CALL EI GEN (JCARD,JCARD,S,DI,U,KODE) 
IF (KODE .EQ. 0) GOTO Jk 
WRITE (IMP,1000) KODE 

1000 FORMAT (1 HO/1 HO,10X,37HFATAL ERROR IN DlAGONALIZATION/IHO 
1 , tOX,6HKODE=, 14 / 1H0.132OH-) // ) 

STOP 
Ik CONTINUE 

DO 76 L=1,NIT 
DO 75 K-l,JCARD 

IF (PJ (K) .LT. l.OE-8) PJ(K)«1.0E-8 
75 S (K, L) =S (K, L) *SQRT (SOM*D I ((.) /P J (K)) 
76 CONTINUE 
2000 FORMAT (1H0,10X.7HTRACE- ,F12.8/) 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE EI GEN ( NDIrt, N, W, Dl, S, KODE) 



DOUBLE PRECISI OK ABJ,T,B,P,U,EPS,Q,V,H,SEUIL.•I,S,W 75 
DIMENSION W(NOIM,N) , DI (N) , S (N) 
COMMON /ENSOR/LEC,IMP 

ftftAAAAAAAtVAftAAArtytAftftftAAAAAAAAAAftAAArtAAAftAAAAAAAAAAftrtrtAAftAArtftAArtftAftftrtrtft 

* COMPUTATION OF EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS 
ftAAAftrtrtftAftftAAftAAftArtrtftAftAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAftAAAAAAftAAAftftftytiVrtftArtftrtArtftAi/trftAAA 

DATA SEUIL / 1.OE-7 / 
KODE-O 
CALL TRIDI (NDIM,N,W,OI,S) 

IF (N .EQ. 1) GOTO 90 
DO 77 l°2,N 

77 S (I - 1)»S(I) 
S (N) =0.0 

DO 85 K-1.N 
M-0 

8l» DO 78 J-K.N 
IF (J . EQ. N) GOTO 79 
ABJ-ABS (S (J)) 
EPS-SEU1LMABS (Dl (J))+ABS (D I (J+l))) 

IF (ABJ .LE. EPS) GOTO 79 
78 CONTINUE 
79 H=D I (K) 

IF (J .EQ. K) GOTO 85 

IF {M .EQ. 30) GOTO 89 
M=M+1 
Q= (Dl <K+l) - H) / (2 .OAS (K)} 
T=5QRT <Q''Q +1.0) 
Q=D I (J) - H + S (K) / (Q + SIGN (T,Q)) 
U=1 .0  
V=1.0 
H=0.0 
JK-J-K 

DO 83 IJK=1,JK 
I=J-IJK 
P=U*S (I) 
B=V*S (I)  

IF (ABS(P) .LT. ABS(Q)) GOTO 80 
V=Q / P 
T«=SQRT {V*V +1.0) 
S (1 + 1) =P'''T 
U-1.0 / T 
V=V*U 
GOTO Bl 

80 U»P / Q 
T=SQRT (U*U +1.0) 
S(1+1)=QrtT 
V=1.0 / T 
U=U*V 

81 Q=D I (1 + 1) - H 
T= (D I ( I )  -  Q)*U + 2.0AVAB 
H=U>'«T 
Dl (1 + 1) =Q+H 
Q=V*T - B 

DO 82 L=1iN 
P=W{L, 1 + 1) 
W(L, I +1)-U^W (L,  I)  +  V*P 
W(L, l )=VftW(L, I)  -  UAP 

82 CONTINUE 
83 CONTINUE 

Dl (K) -Dl  (K) -  H 



S (K) -Q 76 
S(J)=0.0 
GOTO 8 

85 CONTINUE 
DO 88 IJ = 2,N 

1=1J-l 
1=1 
H=DI (I) 

DO 86 M=I J,N 
IF (01 (M) .LE. H) GOTO 86 
L-M 
H-DI (M) 

86 CONTINUE 
IF (L .EQ. I) GOTO 88 
Dl (L)-DI (I) 
01 (l)»H 

DO 87 M=1,N 
H»W (M, I) 
W (M, I) =W (H.L) 
W(M,L)=H 

87 CONTINUE 
88 CONTINUE 

GOTO 90 
89 WRITE (IMP,*) 'INCREASE THE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS' 

KODE=K 
90 RETURN 

END 

SUBROUTINE TRIDI ( NDIM, N. W, Dl, S) 
DOUBLE PRECISION B,P,C,PB.Q.DI,S,W 
DIMENSION DI (N) , S (N) , W(NDIM.N) 
COMMON /ENSOR/LEC,IMP 

ft A A k 3'tA s'i 3': A k i'c)'(;'t 3't ft 3': 3'c A ftA A A k :'c 3'c 3't ft ft ix A A 3': A ft :'t A 3't ft A V: ft 31! n 3'r 3't ft ft A A ft :'c t'tftft ft :'cft 31! ft )'tft ft u 3'r 3't 
* HOUSEHOLDER REDUCTION TO TRIDI AGONAL FORM 
ft it ft ft A A A A ft A ft A ft A A ft A l't)'(ft ft ftit ft it ft ftA ft ft ftft ft ft A ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ftft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft A ft ft ft ft A A ft 

IF (N .EQ. 1) GOTO 103 
DO 102 12=2,N 

B=0,0 
C=0.0 
I  = N  -  1 2 + 2  
K =1 - 1 

IF (K .LT. 2) GOTO 92 
DO 91 L«1,K 

91 C*»C+ABS (W (I , L)) 
IF (C .NE. 0.0) GOTO 93 

92 S(I)-W(I,K) 
GOTO 101 

93 DO 9<t L-=1,K 
W(I,L)-W(I,L) / C 
B-B+W(l ,L) AW(I , L) 

9^ CONTINUE 
P=W(I ,K) 
Q— SIGN (SQRT(B) , P) 
S(l)-C*Q 
B=B - P*Q 
W (I ,K)-P - Q 
P-O.O 

DO 98 M-l.K 
W{M, l)-W(l ,M) / (BAC) 
Q-O.O 



DO 95 L-l.M 77 
95 Q-Q+W(M,L)*W(I,L) 

M1-M+1 
IF (K .LT. HI) GOTO 97 
DO 96 L-Ml.K 

96 Q=Q+W(L,M) AW (I ,L) 
97 S (M) =Q / B 

P=P + S (H) ftW (I , M) 
98 CONTINUE 

PB=P / (B+B) 
DO 99 H»1,K 

P-W{l ,M) 
Q=S(M) - PBftP 
S (M) -Q 
DO 99 L=1,rt 

W(M,L)-W (M, L) -PaS (L) -QrtW (I ,L) 
99 CONTINUE 

DO 100 L-l,K 
100 W(l ,L)=C * W (I ,L) 
101 D1(I)-B 
102 CONTINUE 
103 S(1)=0.0 

DI (1)=0 - 0 
DO 108 1=1,N 

K= I -1 
IF (DI (I) .EQ. 0.0) GOTO 106 
DO 105 H-l,K 
Q=0.0 
DO ICt LB1,K 

101) Q-Q + W(l ,L)*W{L,M) 
DO 105 L°1,K 
W(L,M)-W(L,M) - QAW(L.I) 

105 CONTINUE 
106 D I (I) =W (I , I) 

W(I,l)=l.0 
IF (K .LT. 1) GOTO 108 
DO 107 .K 
W (I,M)=0.0 
W(M, l)=0.0 

107 CONTINUE 
108 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE HIST (MODE,JCARD,JEDIT.DI.TRACE,NOROER) 
DOUBLE PRECISION PCUM,PRC,TRACE,01 
DIMENSION 01 (JCARD) 
COMMON / ENSOR / LEC,IMP 

it PRINTING AND HISTOGRAM OF JCARD (NIT) EIGENVALUES 

DATA IAST/IHA / 
JFIN-JEOIT+MODE-1 

IF (JFJN.GT.JCARD) JFIN-JCARD 
IF (MODE.EQ.1) GOTO 109 

WRITE (IMP, 1000) 01(1) 
109 CONTINUE 

WRITE (I MP,2000) TRACE 
IF (JED IT. LE .0) GOTO 112 

WRITE (I MP, 3000) 



PCUM-0.0 78 
NORDER-O 
DO 111 J-MODE.JFIN 

PRC-IOO.0*DI (J)/TRACE 
PCUH-PCUH+PRC 

IF (NORDER .GT. 0) GOTO tlO 
AAftAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

* NUMBER OF FACTORS FOR 75 CUMULATIVE PERCENT 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

IF (PCUM .GT. 75.0) NORDER-J+1 
HO NAST"! .0+70.0*0 I (J)/DI (MODE) 

IF (NAST.LT.l) NAST-1 
Jl-J-MODE+1 
WRITE (IMP.ltOOO) Jl.OI(J) .PRC.PCUM.(IAST.N-1.NAST) 

111 CONTINUE 
112 JDEB-JFIN+1 

IF (JOEB.GT.JCARD) RETURN 
JI-JFIN-M0DE+2 
J2-JCARD-M0DE+1 
WRITE (IMP,5000) J1.J2 
WRITE (IMP,6000) (D I (J) ,J-JOEB,JCARD) 

1000 FORMAT (IH.JtOHTHE FIRST EI GENVALUE (ARTEFACT) IS 
1 9H REMOVED .Flg.fi// ) 

2000 FORMAT (1H ,25HSUM OF THE EIGENVALUES ,16X,F15.8// ) 
3000 FORMAT (1H ,i»1HHIST0GRAM OF THE FIRST EIGENVALUES //1H.5X, 

1 13HEIGENVALUE ,2(13H PERCENTAGE)/1H .37X.6HCUM. ,/ ) 
^000 FORMAT (1H ,IX,I3.F15.8.2(AX,F6.2,AX) .2X.80A1) 
5000 FORMAT {///IH ,39HABBREVIATED SUMMARY OF EIGENVALUES FROM.Il*, 

I 3H TO, IV ) 
6000 FORMAT (1H .10F12.8 ) 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE ITERATE (ITOT,JTOT.U,V,NH) 
DOUBLE PRECISION TOT,V.R,U,X,XO,Z,W,TD,D1,D2,F,G 

1 ,T0T1,T0T2,A,B,0 
DIMENSION R(37) »Z (17) ,U (ITOT,JTOT) ,T0T2 (17) ,W(37.17) 

1 ,X0(37.17),V(ITOT,JTOT) ,X (37,17) .D (17) .TOTl (17) ,TD(17) 
COMMON /ENSOR/LEC,IMP 
INTEGER 0,K 
REWIND NH 

DO 1H 1-1,ITOT 
READ (NH) (XO (I , J) , J-l .JTOT) 

DO 113 J-l,JTOT 
W(l ,J) =0.0 
X(l ,J)-U(I ,J) 

113 CONTINUE 
11 ft CONTINUE 

DO 115 J-l.JTOT 
115 TD (J) "0.5 

K-0 
128 0-0 

K-K+l 
DO 116 1-1,ITOT 

116 R(I)-0.0 
DO 117 J-l.JTOT 

TOTl (J) "0.0 
T0T2 (J)-0.0 
D (J)-0.0 

117 Z(J)-0.0 



TOT-O.O 79 
DO 1)8 1-1,1 TOT 
DO 118 J-l.JTOT 

R (I) - R (I) + X(I,J) 
Z(J)-  Z(J) + X (J .J)  
TOT- TOT + X{I,J) 

118 CONTINUE 
DO 119 1-1•I TOT 

DO 119 J-1.JTOT 
IF (XO (l,J) .LT. 0.1) THEN 

V(I ,J)»0.5ftX(l,J) + (0.5/T0T)*R(l)ftZ(J) 
V (I, J) -TD (J) *X (I , J) + {1.0-TD (J) ) *V {I, J) 

ELSE 
V(l ,J)-XO(l ,J) 

END IF 
119 CONTINUE 

A-0.0 
B-0.0 
DO 121 J-l.JTOT 
DO 120 1-1,ITOT 

A- (V(I,J)-X(I,J))/1000 
B-X (I, J) /1000 
TOTl (J)-TOTl (J) + AAA 
T0T2 (J)-T0T2 (J) + BAB 

120 CONTINUE 
121 CONTINUE 

DO 122 J-l.JTOT 
IF (T0T2 (J) .LT. l.OE-5) GOTO 122 
D (J) -SQRT (TOTl (J) /T0T2 (J)) 

122 CONTINUE 
DO 123 J-l.JTOT 

IF (D(J) .LT. l.OE-3) 0-0+1 
123 CONTINUE 

IF (0 .EQ. JTOT) GOTO 129 
IF (MOO (K13) .NE. 0) GOTO 126 
DO 125 J-1,JTOT 

D 1=0.0 
D2-0.0 
F-0,0 
G-0.0 
DO 12U l«l,ITOT 

F- (X (I, J) -W (I, J)) /1000 
G" (V (I , J) - 2.0AXO.J) + W(I,J))/1000 

Dl-Dl + FAF 
\2k D2=D2 + GAG 

IF (D2 .LT. l.OE-9) GOTO 125 
TD (J) -1 .0- (1.0-TO (J)) ASQRT (D1/D2) 

125 CONTINUE 
126 DO 127 J-l.JTOT 

DO 127 1-1,ITOT 
W(l, J) -X (I , J) 

127 X(I,J)-V(I,J) 
GOTO 128 

129 DO 130 1-1,ITOT 
DO 130 J-l.JTOT 

130 IF (V (I, J) .LT. 0.0) V(l,J)-0.0 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE C0PY2 (ITOT,JTOT,X,NB,NG) 



DOUBLE PRECISION X,V 80 
DIMENSION I X (17) ,X (ITOT, JTOT) , V (17) . I OJ (17) . LTITR (20) 
DATA LB/2HNB/ 
COMMON /ENSOR/LEC,IMP 
REWIND NB 
READ (NB) (LTITR(L),L-1,20),LB,ICARD,ITOT,JCARD,JTOT 
READ (NB) (IDJ (J) ,J-1,JCARD) 
REWIND NB 
WRITE (NB) (LTITR(L) ,L»1,20),LB,ICARD,ITOT,JCARD,JTOT 
WRITE (NB) (IDJ (J) ,J-1, JCARD) 
00 132 1*1,ITOT 

REWIND NG 
READ (NG) (I X (L) .L-l.JTOT) 
DO 131 J-l.JTOT 

KD-IX(J) 
V(KD) °X (I, J) 

131 CONTINUE 
WRITE (NB) (V(L) ,L-1,JCARD) 

132 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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APPENDIX B: 

CONTOUR MAPS 

The following 48 maps axe the main results of this thesis. They represent 

the interpolated values of the insolation (in kWh/m2.month), cloudiness index 

(dimensionless), mean daily temperature (in o C) and mean daily wind speed (in 

m/sec) for the twelve months of the year. To use the insolation on a daily basis, the 

values read must be divided by the total number of days of the month of interest. 

The horizontal coordinates represent the longitude and the vertical coordi

nates represent the latitude. 
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